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Abstract 

TRANSFER-PRINTED PHOTONIC CRYSTAL NANOMEMBRANE FANO RESONANCE 

FILTERS AND MODULATORS  

 

YI-CHEN SHUAI, PhD 

 

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2013 

 

Supervising Professor: WEIDONG ZHOU 

This dissertation presents the research work on photonic crystal nanomembrane 

Fano resonance devices based on transfer printing techniques. Ultra-compact high 

quality (Q) factor optical filters have been design, fabricated, and characterized based on 

single-layer and coupled double-layer photonic crystal slabs (PCS). Optical filters have 

also been designed and investigated for potentially high speed spatial lighting 

modulations. Fano resonance membrane reflectors with operation wavelength bands 

cover from near-infrared to mid and far-infrared have also been fabricated based on both 

reaction ion-etching and magnetic field guided metal-assisted chemical etching 

processes. 

Based on crystalline semiconductor nanomembrane transfer printing technique, 

we designed and experimentally demonstrated coupled double-layer PCS high-Q filters 

with or without lattice displacement. A Q factor of 10,000 was obtained experimentally 

from coupled double-layer PCS filters without lattice offset. On the other hand, a Q factor 

of 80,000 was obtained experimentally from a coupled double-layer PCS filters with 

lattice displacement. Simulated optical Q factors in these double-layer PCS Fano filters 

can approach 220,000,000 or higher, with optimized designs in lattice displacement and 

in buffer layer selection. These high Q modes arise from coupled bright or dark 



vi 

resonance modes in these coupled double-layer PCS cavities. Note that when one 

assume no material absorption, these coupled PCSs resonator structures can offer an 

opportunity for infinite Q-factor with optimized design and buffer layer thickness selection. 

For a single-layer Si-PCS based filter design, we have experimentally obtained Q 

factor of 1,700 with 23dB extinction ratio (ER). A unique single-layer PCS Fano 

resonance modulator was demonstrated by transfer-printing photonic-crystal 

nanomembrane on glass.  Base on the ultra high-Q resonance we have recently 

achieved in the bi-layers PCSs structure, we also proposed and designed an ultra-

compact double-layer photonic-crystal Fano resonance modulator.  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

Fano resonance, known from atomic physics, has been employed for a wide 

variety of nanophotonic structures, such as quantum dots, photonic crystals (PCs), 

plasmonics, and metamaterials, and so on [1].  As well known, the Fano resonance can 

provide an efficient way to channel light from within the slab to the external environment, 

and vice versa. The two-dimensional (2D) photonic-crystal slabs (PCSs) as one of the 

most promising artificial platforms with in-plane periodic modulation of dielectric constant 

on a wavelength scale, can be transferred onto various foreign substrates, such as glass 

and flexible polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastics, based on low temperature transfer 

and stacking processes.  For 2-D PCS membrane based devices, surface-normal ultra-

compact narrowband optical filters and broadband reflectors are essential components 

for their optical applications. They have been demonstrated with unique angle and 

polarization properties. [2] Design, fabrication and characterization of these unique 

photonic devices have been reported and reviewed, with focus on the spectral, angular, 

and polarization properties, based on dispersion engineering. [3] They can be used in 

optical switches, modulators, lasers, sensors, and beam steering devices. 

We firstly introduce one kind of the PCS based devices---Fano resonance 

membrane reflectors.  Experimental demonstration of PCS silicon membrane reflectors of 

1.5 µm, 2.3 µm, 8~10 µm, 76 µm operation wavelength bands have been targeted. [4]  A 

new approach of metal-assisted chemical etching (MacEtch) process was introduced for 

the PCS patterning. [5] With modal dispersion engineering, Fano filters and reflectors can 

all be realized in single layer dielectric PC structures [6-8].  We experimentally 

demonstrated single-layer Fano filter with measured Q-factor of 1,700. However, the 
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double-layer coupled PCSs filters can provide us more engineering design opportunity 

and flexibility. Sue and Liu et al. [9] reported earlier the optical Q-factors and the 

optomechanical interactions can be controlled by precisely tuning the lattice displacement 

between two coupled PC slabs (PCS). We further demonstrated double-layer Fano filters 

with measured Q-factor of 10,000, based on double-layer PCS with perfectly aligned 

lattices. [10] Ultra-high Q resonance was observed in two coupled PCSs with lattice 

displacement. A double-layer high Q filters with 80,000 Q-factor was also demonstrated. 

[11]  Electro-optic modulation was observed on a transfer-printed single-layer PCS silicon 

nanomembrane on glass substrate.  Issues have been discussed. We proposed 

engineering solutions and a new design of a double-layer stacking structure for the high-

speed Fano resonance novel modulator device. 

In this dissertation, we demonstrated a few Fano resonance PCS membrane 

based devices for optical interconnections, such as membrane reflectors, nanomenbrane 

based high-Q filters and optical modulators.  These novel devices can offer great 

opportunities in optical interconnections and have extraordinary potentials in silicon 

photonics applications. 

 

1.1 Background 

After dominating the electronics industry for decades, silicon is on the verge of 

becoming the material of choice for the photonic industry. [12] Silicon photonics (known 

more generally as group IV photonics), which is CMOS compatible, is now the most 

active and wide-ranging discipline within the field of integrated optics. The long list of 

applications includes high-speed optical communications, optical interconnects, 

microwave photonics, ultrafast signal processing, optoelectronic integration, ultralow-

power nanophotonics, photonic crystals, slow-light devices, mid-wave and long-wave 
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infrared devices-and-systems, quantum information, energy conversion, imaging display, 

conformal-and-flexible membrane photonics and etc. [13]  

 

 

Figure 1-1 3D Si photonics and integration: (a) IBM silicon nanophotonics speeds servers 

with 25Gbps light: This future 3D-integated chip consists of several layers connected with 

each other with very dense and small pitch interlayer vias. The lower layer is a processor 

itself with many hundreds of individual cores. Memory layer(or layers) are bonded on top 

to provide fast access to local caches. On top of the stack is the Photonic layer with many 

thousands of individual optical devices (modulators, detectors, switches) as well as 

analogue electrical circuits (amplifiers, drivers, latches, etc.). The key role of a photonic 

layer is not only to provide point-to-point broad bandwidth optical link between different 

cores and/or the off-chip traffic, but also to route this traffic with an array of nanophotonic 

switches. Hence it is named Intra-chip optical network (ICON)” IBM.[14] (b) Silicon 

Photonics Future Vision. Silicon photonics can be used as chip-to-chip interconnects; 

backplane/display interconnects, in data center fabrics, chemical analysis and even 

medical lasers. Photocredit: http://www.intel.com/go/sp/ [15-18] 

 

3D Si Photonics

IBM

Integration

(a)                                              (b)
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The dominance of silicon as the semiconductor of choice for electronics 

applications eventually led to the investigation of silicon photonic circuits, primarily 

because of the potential attraction of integration with electronics in a cost effective 

manner. Such research began in the mid 1980’s and has continued ever since. [19] 

Stimulated by series of breakthroughs and propelled by increasing investments by 

industry and governments, the pace of the development of silicon photonics has 

quickened since 2004. [12, 20]  10~100 Gb/s electro-optic modulators, ultra-fast Ge-on Si 

photodetectors, efficient fiber to waveguide couplers, and Si Raman lasers have been 

developed, though Si lasers are still under investigation. The new paradigm for the Si-

based photonic and optoelectric integrated circuits is that these chip-scale networks, 

when suitably designed, will operate at a wavelength anywhere within the broad spectral 

range of 1.2–100 µm, with cryocooling needed in some cases. [20] 

Time runs into 2013, the idea of using light beams to replace wires now 

dominates all long-distance communications and takes over in networks over shorter 

distances. And this idea keeps attracting great attention since this new century. [23]  In 

the past ten years, much shorter distances inside digital computers and connecting 

directly to the silicon chips or even for 3D inter-connections on chips have been 

intensively investigated. [24-34]  Due to their compatibility to CMOS, the most successful 

technology developed since the last century, Si photonics ultra-compact devices, such as 

Si based high performance modulators, filters, reflectors, couplers, waveguides, high 

resonances nanostructures, detectors and possible light sources become the most 

potential attractions. 

In this Ph. D dissertation, we focus on several interesting ultra-compact Si 

photonic devices through PCS based Fano resonance broadband membrane reflectors 

(operation wavelength bands cover Near-infrared, Mid-infrared and Far infrared), single 
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Figure 1-2 Silicon Photonics: integrated photonics/electronics on silicon. Today: all long 

distance communication connections have been replaced with optical fiber; Optical 

connections between individual computers are commercially available. In 2~5 years, 

Optical communications will enter the computer, connecting one circuit board to another. 

In 5-10 years, Chip-to-chip communications will enter the market.  Another 15+ years 

optical interconnects may connect the subsystems within a chip, though this idea still 

under debate between experts. [21, 22] 

 
layer Si nanomembrane narrow band filters, coupled PCSs ultra-high Q resonator, to 

ultra-high Q Si nanomembrane filters and Si nanomembrane based Fano resonance 

modulators. And these experimental exploring and studies could be important to future Si 

photonic research and development. 

 

IEEE Spectrum

A Connected World: Optical fibers

Silicon photonics:
integrated photonics/electronics 

on silicon
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1.2 An over view: photonic crystal membrane based optical devices 

As well known, the guided resonances can provide an efficient way to channel 

light from within the slab to the external environment, and vice versa. It was investigated 

in one-dimensional grating structures, known as guided mode resonances (GMRs) [35, 

36], or high index contrast gratings (HCGs) [37, 38]. The investigation of guided 

resonance has resulted in using various one dimensional (1D) and two dimensional (2D) 

dielectric structures in applications, such as filters [39-43], modulators [44, 45], sensors 

[46, 47], as well as broadband reflectors, lasers, and beam shaping structures, etc [48-

57]. One-dimensional subwavelength grating (SWG) structures have long been 

recognized for these purposes. Both narrowband filters and broadband mirrors [58-61] 

based on SWG have been demonstrated. On the other hand, two-dimensional photonic 

crystal slab (2D PCS) structures hold great promises in realizing more compact photonic 

devices and they can be used for both in-plane and vertically coupled light guiding and 

manipulating.   

Demonstrations of single layer PCS device and application were made 

intensively during the past decade. In the photonic crystal slab, the index mismatch 

between the slab and the surrounding medium (usually air) gives rise to the necessary 

conditions for confining the electric field in all three dimensions. The in-plane confinement 

is the result of the guided modes that make up the in-plane band structure, while the out-

of-plane confinement results from the discontinuity in index at the slab faces.  As for one 

example highlighted here, an air-bridged photonic crystal slabs were demonstrated at 

visible and near-infrared wavelengths. [41] Both experimental and theoretical studies of 

the transmission spectra of air-bridged photonic crystal slabs with free space illumination 

using collimated and focused beams. It showed that the resonances of an air-bridged 
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photonic crystal slab exhibit considerable differences in their sensitivity to the angle of 

illumination.  

Nevertheless, guided resonances persist and are readily observable in 

transmission spectra in spite of the increased radiative coupling when consider an 

asymmetrical situation in which the photonic crystal slab is in contact with a substrate. 

The substrate does have a noticeable influence on the lineshapes and positions of these 

modes, but high-Q features are readily apparent in the transmission spectra. [49] 

Patterned GaN films on sapphire substrates were investigated by A. Rosenberg et al in 

2005.  It is quite different from the case of the symmetrical (free-standing) membranes 

studied in the past, [60, 62-66] which can show band gaps in the guided modes even for 

membranes with moderate values of refractive index.  

It was also pointed out that the guided resonance phenomenon can be exiting in 

a much larger scale and different material system. A guided resonance filter in millimeter 

wave (MMW), using a material with permittivity of 20 was demonstrated. [67] This is an 

experimental proof that the guided resonances filter using a single layer PCS can be an 

efficient method of wavelength selection in communication systems. 

The two-dimensional (2D) photonic-crystal slabs (PCSs) as one of the most 

promising artificial platforms with in-plane periodic modulation of dielectric constant on a 

wavelength scale, can be transferred onto various foreign substrates, such as glass and 

flexible polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastics, based on low temperature transfer and 

stacking processes, developed by various groups. [68-73] In the last few years, 

significant progress has been made by Ma’s group on record high-speed flexible 

electronics, and high performance flexible Ge photodetectors, based on transferable 

Si/SiGe NMs. [71, 74, 75] Many excellent results have also been reported by Lagally et al 

[72, 76, 77] and Rogers et al [78-81] on the unique electronic, photonic and 
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thermoelectric and mechanical properties associated with this new class of inorganic 

flexible semiconductor membrane material system.  For these 2-D PCS membrane based 

devices, surface-normal ultra-compact narrowband optical filters and broadband 

reflectors are essential components for their optical applications. They have been 

demonstrated with unique angle and polarization properties. [2] Design, fabrication and 

characterization of these unique photonic devices have been reported and reviewed, with 

focus on the spectral, angular, and polarization properties, based on dispersion 

engineering. [3] They can be used in optical switches, modulators, lasers, sensors, and 

beam steering devices. 

 

1.3 Nanomembrane based optical high-Q filters and its applications 

Most recently, in 2012, with the single layer PCS, a unique high-Q resonance 

near zero wave vector in macroscopic photonic crystal slabs was firstly observed. [82] 

Later on in 2013, Hsu et al claimed the tripped light within the radiation continuum where 

an extremely high-Q was demonstrated experimentally with an angled incidence. [83] In 

spite of different experimental approaches of high-Q modes in the Fano resonance 

photonic crystal slabs, with different material systems, symmetric or asymmetric 

structures with different incidence cases, the major work included in this dissertation will 

focus on PCSs single and double-layer structures with normal incidence.  We will begin 

with our recent experimental demonstrations on a single layer PCS high-Q filters, which 

have a record Q factor to the date in a similar structure and material system with normal 

incidence, then start exploring for those extremely high-Q resonance in the photonic 

crystal slab based optical systems in Chapter 3. 

In the Chapter 4 we will focus on the applications of these recently achieved 

single or double-layer photonic crystal slabs Fano resonance optical high-Q filters.  
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Several novel devices were designed and fabricated, including surface normal optical 

modulators based on single layer PCS or double-layer PCSs structures with high-Q 

resonances. Issues have been discussed and engineering solutions and new design 

were suggested.  An investigation of optical force research background was reviewed 

and a few double-layer PCSs related optomechanical applications were also discussed in 

Chapter 5. 

 

1.4 Overview of dissertation 

This dissertation includes five Chapters:   

In Chapter 1, we give an introduction of our research focus area---Si photonics 

and related perspectives.  In this dissertation, our target will be on photonic crystal slab 

(PCS) nanomembrane based Fano resonance photonic devices through reflectors to 

narrow band high-Q filters and ultra-high Q filters.  Applications of these devices were 

explored and suggested.   

In Chapter 2, we introduce one kind of the PCS based devices--- Fano 

resonance membrane reflectors.  Material system analysis and simulation show that high 

performance PCS membrane reflectors with operation wavelength bands covering 

through Near-Infrared, Mid-Infrared to Far-Infrared could be achievable.  Experimental 

demonstration of PCS silicon membrane reflectors of 1.5µm, 2.3µm, 8~10µm, 76µm 

operation wavelength bands have been targeted.  Other than reactive ion etching (RIE) 

process that generally used for PCS fabrication, a new approach of MacEtch process 

was introduced for the PCS patterning.  One most recent achievement on near-infrared 

membrane reflector (NIR-MR) devices by MacEtch process was discussed.   

In Chapter 3, we focus on the most important achievement in this dissertation, 

the 2D PCS nanomembrane based optical high-Q filters and Ultra-high Q filters at near 
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1.5µm wavelength band.  Surface normal single layer PCS and double-layer PCSs filters 

were discussed. A record of 23dB extinction ratio with 2000 Q factor was observed on a 

single layer PCS nanomembrane filter with surface normal incidence. Ultra-high Q 

resonance between two coupled PCSs was high-lighted. Experimental demonstrations Q 

factors of 10k and 80k have been made on those coupled double-layer PCSs Fano 

resonance filters with lattice aligned or misaligned structures respectively. In this Chapter 

3, systematic studies and simulations of the PCS based single or double-layer high-Q 

filters have been given. Optimized design parameters were suggested. Further studies 

are looking towards extremely high-Q demonstration with even higher experimental Q 

factors and their possible applications. Moreover, by applying similar coupled symmetric 

or Asymmetric double-layer PCSs structures, we also expect high-Q resonances 

appearing at other wavelength region, such as Mid-Infrared or even Far-infrared.   

In Chapter 4, we present a few applications based on these Si nanomemrbane 

Fano resonance high-Q filters, either with single-layer or double-layer design.  Single-

layer nanomembrane modulator and double-layer nanomembanes modulator novel 

devices were fabricated.  EO modulation on a single layer Fano resonance PCS 

nanomembrane device was demonstrated. Issues have been discussed. We proposed 

engineering solutions and a new design of a double-layer stacking structure for the high-

speed Fano resonance novel modulator device. The chances for demonstration of these 

high-speed Si photonics novel modulator devices are still open, as well as the 

engineering challenges also exist. 

In Chapter 5, summary and conclusions were made for this dissertation in four 

sections. In Section 1, we summarized our work on membrane based photonic crystal 

Fano reflectors. Conclusion was made based on the material system study and 

experimental demonstrations. In Section 2, we summarized on the single and double-
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layer Fano filters’ work. Ultra-high Q demonstration through the coupled PCSs double-

layer approach was high-lighted. Conclusion was made.  In Section 3, the experimental 

results of the nanomembrane based Fano modulators were discussed. Issues were 

analyzed. Solution and new design were also proposed. In Section 4, an investigation of 

the optomechanics research during past decade was reviewed and a few double-layer 

PCSs related optomechanical applications were focused. Future work was proposed. 
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Chapter 2  

Photonic Crystal Silicon Membrane Optical Devices  

 

2.1 Background on Fano resonance membrane devices 

Broadband reflectors (BBRs) based on Fano resonance, [58] or guided mode 

resonance, [59, 60] have attracted great attention [84-91] in the past twenty years, where 

high reflections can be obtained with a single-layer one-dimensional (1-D) grating, or a 

two-dimensional photonic crystal slab (2-D PCS) structure. Owning to the strong 

interactions between in-plane guided modes and vertical radiation modes, Fano 

resonances occur with extremely high reflections. By properly controlling the design 

parameters, very broadband reflectors can be obtained. Various approaches have been 

reported to control the spectra performance of Fano BBRs, including stacked thin films 

[84], [85], [90], and binary grating [89], etc. We also reported narrowband Fano filters and 

broadband membrane reflectors with patterned silicon nanomembranes (Si-NM) 

transferred onto glass and flexible polyethylene terephthalate substrates, [3, 92] as well 

as the resonance control for the practical applications of these Fano resonance optical 

devices. [91] The angular and polarization properties of Fano filters can also be tailored 

with the dispersion engineering, which is highly desirable for photonic integration. [3, 93]   

 

2.1.1 Si nanomembrane reflectors at near infrared 

Surface-normal ultra-compact broadband reflectors (BBRs) are essential 

components for numerous optoelectronic device applications, such as microcavities, 

lasers, photodetectors, solar cells, sensors, and reconfigurable photonics, etc [94]. As an 

alternative to the conventional multi-layer distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs), single 

layer, high index contrast sub-wavelength grating (HCG or SWG) structures that can be 
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used as ultra-compact broadband reflectors hold great promises for a wide range of 

device applications. [36, 38, 95, 96] Two-dimensional photonic crystal slab (2D PCS) 

structures can be used to realize both polarization dependent and independent 

operations, with proper dispersion engineering and structural optimizations. We 

previously demonstrated 2D PCS based broadband reflectors on silicon-on-insulator 

(SOI) substrates, and reported a post-process technique for spectral-trimming of 

reflection band [91]. With the control of design parameters, broadband reflectors with 

various spectral bandwidths and different peak reflections can all be realized. The PCS 

structure was fabricated on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers, using e-beam lithography 

and plasma dry-etching processes. The target wavelength is around 1550 nm. Single-

layer broadband membrane reflectors on glass substrates, based on transferred 

crystalline silicon nanomembranes (Si NM) [2] also have been reported. 

Other than the near infrared MR devices fabricated by e-beam lithography and 

RIE dry etching processes. We also discussed here the most recently demonstrated the 

high performance Si nanomembrane reflectors at near infrared by a simple and scalable 

technique for the fabrication of nanohole arrays in silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers using 

magnetic field-guided metal-assisted chemical etching (h-MacEtch). By systematically 

varying the etch condition, hole diameter, and magnetic field strength, the h-MacEtch 

parameters that affect the morphology of the drilled nanoholes are examined. Using this 

approach, periodic nanohole array-based photonic crystal membrane reflectors are 

demonstrated with good agreement between measured and simulated reflectance 

spectra. This study confirms that MacEtch can be used to produce high quality holes 

arrays and other more complicated nanostructures in silicon, especially with the 

assistance of magnetic field. 
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In recent years, several research groups have demonstrated the use of metal-

assisted chemical etching (MacEtch) for the fabrication of micro/nanostructures of various 

aspect ratios and surface morphologies using both Si and compound semiconductors. 

[97-103] As the technique relies on patterning of a thin noble metallic catalyst layer, 

which sink down and engrave into the semiconductor during etching, the semiconductor 

structures formed using MacEtch are exactly complementary to the metal patterns. 

Therefore, metal mesh patterns produce vertical pillars [98], [102-104] and discrete metal 

disks yield cylindrical holes. [105] While vertical nanopillar arrays fabricated using 

MacEtch have been shown for energy harvesting [106], [99] and light emitting diode 

(LED) [103] applications, devices relying on MacEtched nanohole arrays have been more 

elusive. The fabrication of periodic arrays of nanoholes using MacEtch can extend the 

use of this simple and low-cost technique to the field of optics and nanophotonics for the 

formation of nanoscale patterned structures and cavities, such as photonic crystals 

(PhCs) and functional semiconductor metamaterials, currently being made largely by 

plasma-assisted dry etching process. [4, 57] 

A few groups have reported the MacEtch of randomly distributed holes in bulk Si 

using metal nanoparticles formed by electroless deposition, [107-109] which limits the 

use of this approach only to applications where a periodic arrangement of holes is not 

required. However, for the formation of PhCs and metamaterials, uniform etching of an 

array of holes of sub-micron scale dimensions with precisely defined lattice configurations 

is critical. Unlike the formation of vertical pillars using a metal mesh layer as the catalyst, 

drilling an array of holes using isolated catalysts is more challenging due to the absence 

of connectivity and, thus, coherence while descending between neighboring metal disks. 

This necessitates the modification of conventional MacEtch methods reported to date to 
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be used for the drilling of holes in Si and other semiconductor materials with controlled 

lattice configurations. 

In 2012, Oh et al. reported the direction-guided, nano / micro shaping of Si using 

an applied magnetic field for intentionally changing the direction of motion of the catalyst 

during MacEtch, resulting in the formation of sheets, needles, and zigzag wires. [110] 

This work motivated us to explore magnetic field-guided MacEtch (h-MacEtch) to 

overcome the challenges in using isolated metal catalysts for the formation of periodic 

arrays of holes. Such a field-guided MacEtch process can lead to the formation of straight 

air hole arrays with high aspect ratios, and curved air holes with controlled chirality, a 

process that is otherwise unachievable with conventional dry etching. we present here a 

systematic study of the etch parameters required for the fabrication of periodic nanohole 

arrays of sub-micron dimensions on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers using MacEtch 

under the influence of an external magnetic field. We then demonstrate, for the first time, 

the fabrication of high performance two-dimensional (2D) air hole array PhC Si 

membrane reflectors (Si-MRs) using this approach. 

As shown schematically in Fig.2-1(a), a square-lattice air hole PhC structure on 

an SOI substrate was used for our design. The key lattice parameters are shown in Fig. 

2-1(b), where r, a, and t represent air hole radius, lattice constant (period), and Si-MR 

thickness, respectively. The design was based on rigorous coupled-wave analysis 

(RCWA) techniques. [57, 111] For the PhC Si-MR design considered here, with target 

reflection spectral band around 1500 nm, the design parameters are a = 980 nm, r/a = 

0.28, and t = 340 nm. 

 



 

Figure 2-1 (a) 3D sketch of a Si

structure on an SOI substrate. (b) Key lattice parameters for the square

PC structures are air hole radius “r”, lattice 

 

After defining the patterns using electron

a trilayer stack of metals (Au (20 nm)/Ni (10 nm)/Au (5 nm)) on an

buried oxide (BOX) and 340 nm top Si) using electron

subsequent liftoff to form metal disc patterns. We then introduced the SOI wafer with 

metal disc patterns into a Teflon beaker with 49% hydrofluoric acid (HF, 5 mL), 30% 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 1.25 mL) and deionized water (DI, 8 mL) for different etch 

periods (specified below). A stack of circular neodymium magnetic disks (Applied 

Magnets), with maximum measured magnetic field strength of 0.2 T, were placed

underneath the beaker containing the MacEtch solution to ensure uniform and vertical 

drilling of holes in the active device area, by avoiding the detouring of metal catalyst disks 

during etching. The process steps have been shown in Fig. 2

SOI wafers were submerged into a commercial gold etchant (Transene Co.) to 

completely remove the me

samples were carried out using a Hitachi S
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(a) 3D sketch of a Si-MR with a patterned 2D air hole square-lattice PC 

structure on an SOI substrate. (b) Key lattice parameters for the square-lattice air hole 

PC structures are air hole radius “r”, lattice constant or period “a”, and Si-MR thickness 

“t”. [5] 

After defining the patterns using electron-beam lithography (EBL), we deposited 

a trilayer stack of metals (Au (20 nm)/Ni (10 nm)/Au (5 nm)) on an SOI wafer (2 µm

buried oxide (BOX) and 340 nm top Si) using electron-beam evaporation followed by 

liftoff to form metal disc patterns. We then introduced the SOI wafer with 

metal disc patterns into a Teflon beaker with 49% hydrofluoric acid (HF, 5 mL), 30% 

, 1.25 mL) and deionized water (DI, 8 mL) for different etch 

ified below). A stack of circular neodymium magnetic disks (Applied 

Magnets), with maximum measured magnetic field strength of 0.2 T, were placed

underneath the beaker containing the MacEtch solution to ensure uniform and vertical 

active device area, by avoiding the detouring of metal catalyst disks 

during etching. The process steps have been shown in Fig. 2-2.  Following MacEtch, the 

SOI wafers were submerged into a commercial gold etchant (Transene Co.) to 

completely remove the metal stack.  Imaging and general inspection of post

samples were carried out using a Hitachi S-4800 scanning electron microscope (SEM). 

lattice PC 

lattice air hole 

MR thickness 

beam lithography (EBL), we deposited 

SOI wafer (2 µm 

beam evaporation followed by 

liftoff to form metal disc patterns. We then introduced the SOI wafer with 

metal disc patterns into a Teflon beaker with 49% hydrofluoric acid (HF, 5 mL), 30% 

, 1.25 mL) and deionized water (DI, 8 mL) for different etch 

ified below). A stack of circular neodymium magnetic disks (Applied 

Magnets), with maximum measured magnetic field strength of 0.2 T, were placed 

underneath the beaker containing the MacEtch solution to ensure uniform and vertical 

active device area, by avoiding the detouring of metal catalyst disks 

2.  Following MacEtch, the 

SOI wafers were submerged into a commercial gold etchant (Transene Co.) to 

tal stack.  Imaging and general inspection of post-MacEtch 

4800 scanning electron microscope (SEM). 
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For optical reflectivity measurements, a white light source (covering 1100-1700 nm 

spectral range) and an optical spectrum analyzer were used to measure the reflection 

spectra over a wide spectral bandwidth.  

 

 

Figure 2-2 (a) topview SEM images of trilayer metal disc on top of SOI (b) 45° tilted-view 

SEM images of nanohole arrays after MacEtch for 60 s with 0.2 T external magnetic field 

guidance (c) Top-view SEM image of nanoholes array formed by MacEtch. Inset shows a 

tilted-view image of a single drilled nanohole and the catalyst disk after MacEtch. 

Following by the 3D sketches illustration of each step (d), (e), and (f). ((b), (c)and (f) refer 

to [5]) 

 
 

2 µµµµm2 µµµµm

(d) (e)                                                    (f)

(a) (b)                                               (c) 
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Figure 2-3 45° tilted-view SEM images of nanohole a rrays after MacEtch for 60 s with (a) 

zero and (b) 0.2 T external magnetic field guidance. The scale bars represent 5 µm. (c) 

45° tilted-view SEM image of a nanohole array after  a 60 s magnet-guided MacEtch 

process showing trilayer metal stacks displaced to the bottom of the etched Si air holes. 

Inset shows a tilted-view image of a single drilled nanohole and the catalyst disk after 

MacEtch. Inset scale bar represents 500 nm. [5] 

 

Fig. 2-3(c) shows a tilted-view SEM image of a nanohole array (diameter = 550 

nm and pitch = 1 µm) fabricated on a p-type (ρ = 5-10 Ω·cm) Si wafer using a 60 s 

MacEtch process under the influence of an externally applied magnetic field.  During the 

course of etching, the trilayer metal disks sink vertically into the substrate (as shown in 

the inset) due to the influence of the applied magnetic field attracting the central Ni layer 

of the trilayer metal stack in a downward direction. By varying the duration of etching, this 

approach allows for the drilling of vertical holes of any aspect ratio, so long as a perfect 

interface between the catalyst disk and the underlying semiconductor substrate is 

preserved. In addition, by switching the polarity and duration of the applied external 

magnetic field, this technique may, in principle, be extended to drilling helical or spiral-

shaped pits for 3D photonic device applications, [112] which cannot be achieved by other 

anisotropic etching processes. It should be noted that the edge roughness of the metal 

5um5um
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disk controls the smoothness of the nanohole sidewalls, due to the inherent nature of the 

MacEtch process. [103] 

For the SOI wafer used for our optical reflectivity measurements, we set the etch 

duration as 75 seconds in order to ensure full penetration of the catalyst disks through 

the top Si layer (t=340 nm). In Fig. 2-4 (a), (b) the top view SEM image of a Si-MR formed 

on top of the BOX layer is shown. We observed that when the metal catalyst reaches the 

underlying BOX layer, MacEtch no longer continues, as etching of this segment proceeds 

isotropically in HF (no Si layers are present in the BOX to be oxidized). The patterned 

MRs formed using MacEtch can be released from the SOI substrate by selectively 

etching the BOX layer in HF, and can be directly transferred to any other substrates 

based on the transfer printing technique. [113] We give a comparison of MacEtched MR 

device and RIE MR device.  SEM top-view images were given in Fig. 2-4 along with their 

measured reflection spectral respectively. A MR device fabricated by RIE process also 

was shown for comparison as Fig. 2-4 (d) (e) (f). 

Fig. 2-4 (c) show the measured (solid, red curve) and simulated (dashed, blue 

curve) optical reflectivity spectra from a MR with a MacEtch-patterned 2D air hole square-

lattice PhC structure. The parameters used for simulation to fit the experimental results 

are a = 980 nm, r/a = 0.313, and t = 340 nm. Notice that the fitted r/a value is slightly 

larger than the original design parameter, due to enlarged air hole sizes in the actual 

etched structures. Clearly, the key features in the broad high-reflection band region 

between the experimental and simulated optical reflectivity results match very well. The 

measured peak value of reflectivity is approximately 90% of simulated value at the 

desired wavelength of 1500 nm. Further improvement of reflectivity can be achieved by 

minimizing the sidewall roughness of the etched nanoholes caused by the edge 

roughness of metal disks, resulting from the patterning approach. The results 
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demonstrated here confirmed experimentally for the first time that MacEtch, a simple, 

low-cost, and damage-free technique, can be used for the fabrication of Si-MRs without 

 

 

Figure 2-4 (a),(b) SEM top-view of MR device by MacEtch. (c) Simulated and measured 

reflection spectral of MacEtch MR device. (d),(e) SEM top-view of MR device by RIE 

process. (f) Simulated and measured reflection spectral of RIE MR device. [5] 

 
the need for high vacuum conditions or a high thermal budget, as required for 

conventional plasma-assisted etching. Most importantly, the work reported here 

demonstrates the feasibility of the MacEtch process for high quality photonic structure 

fabrications, where more complicated 3D structures may be used. 

In this work, we report the fabrication of discrete nanohole arrays in Si using 

magnetic field-guided MacEtch. We have performed a systematic study of the factors 

affecting the structural morphology of the holes made using this approach, including the 

strength of the external magnetic field, etch period, and lateral dimensions of the 

nanohole features. Furthermore, we have fabricated and characterized the optical 

reflectivity of Si-MRs using this technique. Our results show that the optical device 
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performance of the Si-MRs made using this simple and low-cost method matches very 

well with theoretical models, based on RCWA simulations. Our future efforts will focus on 

the demonstration of spectral tunability using various dimensions of nanohole arrays. 

Also, we aim to apply the magnetic field-guided MacEtch approach to the fabrication of 

discrete, non-linear 3D features in Si as well as compound semiconductors. 

 

2.1.2 Long wave membrane reflectors: scaling from near infrared to mid and far infrared.  

It was pointed out that [114] ingenious techniques are needed to extend group IV 

photonics from near-infrared to mid-infrared wavelengths. If achieved, the reward could 

be on-chip CMOS optoelectronic systems for use in spectroscopy, chemical and 

biological sensing, and free-space communications. After twenty years being used as a 

platform for near-infrared photonics, SOI turns to be problematic due to higher absorption 

loss in silicon oxide for longer wavelengths. However, important to know that 0.6-0.7 

dB/cm propagation losses measured for silicon on porous silicon(SiPSi) waveguides at 

wavelength of 3.39 µm, which is longest wavelength used so far on SOI platform [115]. 

Preliminary work on group IV photonic waveguides was presented from fabrication to 

experimental results. [116]  It is necessary to dig into the mid and long wave region as 

well as their applications by more experimental studies. In this section, we will focus on 

the mid and far infrared wavelength region and explore this interested topic by several 

experimental demonstrations.  

Compact broadband reflectors are of great importance for optoelectronic devices 

and photonic integrated circuits like lasers, photodetectors, solar cells, and sensors, etc. 

Traditionally, they can be realized by using metal, or stacked dielectric thin films. Metal 

films offer larger reflection bandwidth but are limited by their intrinsic absorption losses. 

Stacked dielectric distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) can achieve very low losses, but 
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they typically require many individual layers with stringent refractive index and thickness 

tolerances for each layer. It becomes a difficult engineering challenge to realize 

extremely high reflection DBRs at mid-IR, far-IR, and THz frequencies, due to the scaling 

of the dielectric quarter-wavelength stack.  

Recently, broadband reflectors based on Fano resonance, or guided mode 

resonance [35, 57, 60, 95, 117], have attracted great attention, where high reflectivity can 

be obtained with a single layer, one-dimensional (1D) high contrast grating (HCG) [38], or 

a two-dimensional photonic crystal slab (2D PCS) structure. [57] By properly controlling 

the design parameters, very broadband reflectors can be obtained. Based on crystalline 

membrane transfer, high performance membrane reflectors (MRs) and lasers at near-IR 

(1550nm) have been reported recently fabricated on crystalline Si, SOI and on glass 

substrates. [57, 118, 119] 

We demonstrated here single layer ultra-compact Si-MRs at mid-infrared and far-

infrared bands, based on a suspended membrane structure. High performance reflectors 

were designed for surface-normal incidence with center operation wavelengths of 1.5 µm, 

~ 9 µm, 32 µm and 75 µm, respectively. Large area patterned membrane reflectors were 

also fabricated and transferred onto glass substrates using a PDMS stamp assisted 

membrane transfer printing process. Close to 100% reflectivity was obtained at the 76 µm 

spectral band, with a single layer Si membrane thickness of 18 µm. 

As shown schematically in Fig. 2-5(a), a square lattice air hole photonic crystal 

structures on SOI substrate is used for our design. The key lattice parameters are shown 

in Fig. 2-5(b), where r, a, and t represent air hole radius, lattice constant (period), and Si-

MR thickness, respectively. The complex index parameters for Si and SiO2 used in the 

design are shown in Fig. 2-5(c), and Fig. 2-5(d), respectively. [120] The chosen design 

parameters were based on finite difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations and rigorous 
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Figure 2-5 (a) 3D sketch of a Si membrane reflector with a patterned 2D air hole square 

lattice photonic crystal structure on SOI substrate; (b) Key lattice parameters for the 

square lattice air hole photonic crystal structures are air hole radius (r), lattice constant 

(period a), and Si-MR thickness (t); (c, d) Complex index parameters for Si and SiO2 

used in the simulation.[4] 

 
coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) techniques. [121] Shown in Fig. 2-6 are the simulated 

reflector performances for designs at four different wavelength bands. All designs are 

based on suspended (in air) Si-MR configurations. Broadband reflection with 100% peak 

reflection is achieved for all designed wavelength bands, with the optimal selection of 

lattice parameters and Si thicknesses. Based on scaling principles, it was found that the 
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optimal Si-MR thickness (t) is ~0.75-0.85 (λ/n), and the optimal lattice constant (a) is 

~1.9-2.1 (λ/n), where λ is the wavelength and n is the refractive index of Si. 

 

 

Figure 2-6 Simulated reflector performances for designs at four different wavelength 

bands.[122] 

 

The Si-MR fabrication process flow is shown schematically in Fig. 2-7. Patterns 

were first formed in photo-resist on SOI substrates using either e-beam lithography or 

optical lithography, depending on the feature size required for the different spectral 

bands. This was followed by a reactive-ion etching (RIE) process to transfer the pattern 

into the host material. The patterned Si membrane structures were then released by a 
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selective buffered oxide etchant (BOE) etching of the buried oxide (BOX) layer. Finally 

the patterned, single layer Si membrane was transferred onto a transparent foreign 

substrate, such as glass. In order to avoid the strong absorptions in the SiO2 material for 

wavelengths greater than 5 µm (Fig. 2-7(d)), an open hole was formed on the transparent 

glass substrate to produce a suspended Si-MR. [123] 

 

 

Figure 2-7 Si-MR schematic fabrication process flow: (a) Photonic crystal structure 

patterned on SOI substrate; (b) Release of patterned top Si-MR layer from Si substrate 

by selective wet-etching; (c) Preparation of host substrates with center openings; and (d) 

Final suspended Si-MR on host substrate.[4] 

 

Shown in Fig. 2-8 are images of the fabricated Si-MR patterned on SOI using 

optical lithography. As shown in Fig. 2-8(a), up to a 1” square, high quality patterned area 

was formed, with excellent uniformity (Fig. 2-8(b)). The patterned Si membrane 18 µm 

thickness was released and transferred onto a piece of glass substrate to form a 

suspended membrane Si-MR as shown in Fig. 2-8(c).  Photonic crystal 2D holes arrays 

patterning have been made with different dimensions (as shown in Fig. 2-9) and 

patterning approaches. 

 

Pattern on Si SOI Membrane release Foreign SUB Final Si-MR

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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Figure 2-8 (a) A micrograph of a fabricated Si-MR on SOI with 1 inch by 1 inch uniform 

patterned size; (b) Scanning-electron micrographs (SEMs) of a fabricated Si-MR at the 

76 µm spectral band, top and 3D views; and (c) a micrograph of a transferred Si-MR at 

the 76 µm spectral band on a glass substrate with a center opening to form a suspended 

Si-MR.[4] 

 

 

Figure 2-9 (a) A SEM top-view image of the fabricated Si-MR at mid-infrared, with a 

cross-sectional SEM image; AZ5214 as patterning mask (b) A SEM top-view image of the 

fabricated Si-MR at far-infrared, with a cross-sectional SEM image; SU8-5 as patterning 

mask. (For near-infrared Si nanomembrane patterning, Zep520-A e-beam resist was 

utilized as mask or pattern transferring medium, not shown here.)[4, 122] 
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Large-area Si MRs were fabricated based on photolithography and deep 

reactive-ion etching (DRIE) process on SOI substrates with different top-Si thicknesses. 

The patterned Si membrane structures were later released by selective buffered HF 

(BHF) etching of buried oxide (BOX) layer underneath, and transferred onto foreign 

substrates, based on wet transfer technique. 

 

2.1.2.1 Mid-infrared Si membrane reflectors at 2.3 µm and 8 to 10 µm  

We designed Si MR working at ~2.3 µm wavelength band as the material system 

has the minimized intrinsic absorption to the interested wavelength region.  Here we 

showed a basic simulation result according to our design as Fig. 2-10, where the design 

parameters were given. 

 

 

Figure 2-10 (a) design device 3-D sketch for the design parameters for SiMR working at 

2.3 µm spectral band; (b) simulated reflection spectra for 2.3 µm band Si-MR.(un-

published) 

 

We also made one trying as the first time for fabrication of this device by e-beam 

lithography. Though lower reflectivity around 70~80% reflection peak was noticed, this is 
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due to the measurement incidence angle.  Ideally, we are expecting a normal incidence 

with collimated incident beam for the device testing. 

 

 

Figure 2-11 (a) and (d) are SEM topview of this fabricated sample. Notice that the Si 

surface was slightly attached due to RIE over etching.  (b), zoomed-in (e) are 

measurement results using a 15X NA 0.58 objective lens with ~26 degree incidence; and 

(c), zoomed-in (f) are measurements using a 36X objective lens with 20 to 57 degree 

incidence. We tried to match all with simulations. (un-published) 

 

The measurements were tried both on UTA Zhou’s lab FTIR system with 26 

degree incidence and on ASU another FTIR system, which claimed measuring with a 20 

to 57 degree light incident angle.  As showed in Fig. 2-11 (a) and (d) are SEM topview of 

this fabricated sample. Notice that the Si surface was slightly attached due to RIE over 

etching.  Holes size are smaller than our desired parameter of r = 0.46a, instead we got 

measured size from SEM r = 0.41a, where a = 1.5 µm. (b) (e) are measurement results 
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for 26 degree incidence; and (c) (f) are for 20 to 57 degree incidence. Both of the 

measurements matched very well with the simulations corresponding to each measuring 

strategy. 

 

 

Figure 2-12 2.3um reflection band Si-MR: (a) (b) are reflection measurement spectral for 

5-15 degree incidence; (b) zoomed-in at 2~3 µm interested band region. (un-published) 

 
As shown in Fig. 2-12, the later 5 to 15 degree incidence testing reviews that it 

has an 84 % reflection peak at the desired band. The lower reflectivity either caused by 

fabrication defects, smaller hole size than the designed parameter or the measurement 

incident angle related issue. It is still open for further investigation and potential 

applications at this highly interested low absorption wavelength region. 

For the 8~10 µm operation wavelength Mid-infrared MR devices, AZ5214 

negative resist is used for the photolithography on 2.3 µm thickness Si on the SOI ( with 

top Si 2.3 µm), which have been identified by Ultra-SOI data sheet within our design 

tolerance.  Two dimensional holes array are focused on in our 2D PC design.  We 

scanned the design parameters as of holes center to center separation (period) and 

holes’ diameter.  Due to the enlargement of the patterning hole size caused by RIE lateral 
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etching, we considered a hole size offset during the mask design and scanned the hole 

sizes in a 0.4 µm range with 0.1 µm steps.   

In order to have a successful hole size control and uniform resist patterning, 

other than other specified lithography parameters, the good surface contact was found to 

be the most critical part for this 2~5 µm small size patterning, especially for a small piece 

of sample on a much bigger photolithography machine 4-inch chuck. To solve this 

technical issue during resist patterning for a critical dimension that approaching to resist 

functional patterning limit, we applied a PDMS coated chip carrier as a substrate during 

the exposure contact. There are two benefits by doing so, on one hand, PDMS coated 

substrate offers an attachment of the small chip to the chuck when one make the 

alignment and also easy to lift the chip up from the PDMS coated substrate after 

exposure; On the other side, with the soft PDMS at chip’s backside, the self-balanced 

contact gives perfect pressure uniformity between chip top surface to the photo-mask. 

This engineering method can provide a large area uniform contact during exposure for 

small chips resist patterning photolithography when a machine chuck mechanical auto-

balanced contact cannot be able to achieve. After resist patterning, we further developed 

a Si etching recipe with low pressure (29 mtorr) and faster etching rate and more straight 

vertical etching sidewall, SF6 and O2 were used as the reacting gas, RIE power set as 

28 W with a 10 inch Trion chamber chuck size.  The AZ5214 resist mask was utilized for 

2.3 µm Si etching. The selectivity improved from (1:1.25) to (1:2) after hard baking at 

150C for 2mins.  Fig. 2-13 shows SEM topview of an 8~10 µm wavelength band Si-MR 

device in (b) and a large piece (1cm by 1cm) of pattern 2.3 µm thick Si-NM was 

transferred on to the Si substrate with opening hole. 

Various measurement setups have been used for Si-MR reflection 

measurements in different spectral regions.  For near IR structures (NIR), a free-space 
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Figure 2-13 (a) Design parameters definition sketch. (b) SEM top view image of a 

patterned Mid-infrared membrane reflector device; Parameters target showed at the top 

and fabricated device parameters showed at bottom, which give an idea of the intrinsic 

off-set between design and device fabrication. Notice here we successfully patterned 

hole arrays with 2 µm radius and 5.7 µm spacing, SEM shows the perfect circular edge 

we achieved using AZ5214. (c) A large piece (1cm by 1cm) patterned Si membrane 

device was released and transferred on to the Si substrate as supporting with opening 

square holes. [4, 122] 

 
beam-splitter was used for surface normal reflection measurement, with a gold reflector 

used as reference. [124] For Mid-infrared wavelengths (MWIR) MR devices 

measurements, a Nicolet micro-Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) system was used, 

where the reflection measurement was carried out with a 23.6° off-surface-normal beam, 

though a 15X, 0.4 NA reflecting objective lens. Measured reflection spectrum is shown in 

Fig. 2-14(b), where the measured was carried out with a 23.6° off-surface-normal beam. 

Close to 90% peak reflection was achieved. It is worth notice that these MRs are very 

sensitive to incident angles. It is anticipated that the surface normal reflection for this MR 

can be much higher. 

a
r

t

SEM:  Final parameter got
t= 2.3~2.4µµµµm,  a = 5.7µµµµm,   r = 2.01µµµµm

Target: t=2.3µµµµm, a=5.7µµµµm, r=1.995µµµµm

(a) (b)                                           (c)
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Figure 2-14 (a) A SEM top view image of the fabricated Si-MR at mid-infrared, with a 

cross-sectional SEM image and a micrograph shown in the insets; (b) Measured 

reflection spectrum for a Si-MR on 4 µm SiO2 box layer measured at an incident angle of 

23.60 off surface-normal measured with a micro-FTIR system. [4] 

 

As the original optical design, we also tried to suspend the Si photonic crystal 

slab.  The 2.3 µm thickness Si membrane reflector device layer were released by HF and 

transferred onto foreign Si substrate with a pre-etched 1 mm × 1 mm area of 4 µm deep 

trench. Both PDMS assisted and wet transferring techniques were used. We measured 

the reflection spectral by FTIR with a ~26 degree angled incidence. It keeps a fairly 

matching spectral comparing to simulation result although the membrane bending issue 

may cause some uncertainty. The bright side is, as we expected, the reflectivity improved 

from 90% to almost 96% at the peak reflection region. Sample picture Fig. 2-15 (a), SEM 

sample topview as Fig. 2-15 (c), SEM angled views as Fig. 2-15 (b,d,e) and measured 

reflection spectral Fig. 2-15 (f) were showed here. 

It is also worth to mention that the 2.3 µm thickness Si membrane with 1cm × 

1cm size is still quite flexible but strong for handling. It is feasible for later investigation of 

it potential properties as bending, multilayer transferring and stacking.  One most direct 
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idea might be stacking double-layer 2.3 µm thick PCS to achieve high-Q resonance in 

Mid-infrared or even Far-infrared wavelength region. This could be the same idea as we 

will discuss in Chapter 3.  We showed here some pictures of transferred 2.3 µm thickness 

PCS devices on PDMS substrate in Fig. 2-16 (a), (b) and (c), with different shapes and 

sizes. 

 

 
Figure 2-15 (a) A SEM top view image of the fabricated Si-MR at mid-infrared, with a 

cross-sectional SEM image and a micrograph shown in the insets; (b) Measured 

reflection spectrum for a Si-MR on 4 µm SiO2 box layer measured at an incident angle of 

23.60 off surface-normal measured with a micro-FTIR system. (un-published) 

 

 
Figure 2-16 (a) PCS device layer on PDMS, comparing with one Dime (b) PCS device 

layer with different shapes on PDMS, comparing with one Dime. (c) One large PCS 

membrane bended and broke on PMDS. (un-published) 
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The following pictures show in Fig. 2-17 is the FTIR testing system that used for 

suspending Mid-infrared MR device (8 µm ~ 10 µm) reflection spectral characterization, 

which can handle the device operation wavelength from 1 µm to 16 µm. 

 

 
Figure 2-17 Reflection test with an incident angle of 26° off surface-normal measured 

with a micro-FTIR system. (Zhou’ NPLab facility, NanoFAB, UTArlington) 

 

The scope reflection and transmission special design enables the on stage 

sample testing with a well defined focusing square spot size from 5 µm × 5 µm to 150 µm 

× 150 µm. The scope testing modes showed below as the sketch in Fig. 2-18 left and 

right. (Copied from FTIR software, “help” document.) 

 

 
Figure 2-18 FTIR measurement: test system. R/T mode. (Zhou’ NPLab facility, NanoFAB, 

UTArlington) 

( Wavelength Cover  SWIR to LWIR:  ~1um to ~16um ) 

Main-bench

Scope

Scope R / T test mode
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2.1.2.2 Far-infrared Si membrane reflectors at 76 µm 

The fabrication on the 18 µm thickness Si membrane is quite different to 2.3 µm 

thickness Si membrane. The SU-8-5, which has typical 5 µm spin thickness, was used for 

patterning and etching mask. The hole size is well controlled after 18 µm deep Si etching 

in around 40 mins. (Using the same Si etching recipe)  After that, the resist remaining as 

a membrane on Si top surface is hard to remove possibly because of the long time 

etching temperature rising and several times pre- and reverse bake during SU-8 

patterning, but a HF dip can help to remove the SU-8 resist mask after Si etching. 

 

 

Figure 2-19 (a) A suspended 1cm by 1cm Si-MR at far-infrared sitting on glass substrate 

where have an opening hole in the center. (b) SEM large scale top-view of the Si-MR at 

far-infrared device. (c) A SEM zoomed-in top-view image of the fabricated Si-MR at Far-

infrared, with a cross-sectional SEM image in (e).[4] 
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The pattern 18 µm thick PCS then was transferred onto a glass substrate with an 

opening hole in the center by wet transferring techniques.  The attachment between the 

Si membrane and the glass substrate can be enhanced by annealing the sample at 200 

C to 300 C for 10 mins. 

To estimate the reflectivity of the Fano reflector at far-infrared (FIR), a Fabry-

Perot interferometer was formed from two identical reflectors and its finesse 

characterized.  The finesse F may be determined from the free spectral range (FSR, ∆λ) 

and the resonance full width at half maximum (FWHM, δλ) according to F = ∆λ / δλ.  The 

reflectivity R is then found from the measured finesse according to F = ��√��/�1 �

��.[125]   

The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 2-20 (a).  One of the Fano reflectors 

was mounted on a fixed mirror mount.  The second was mounted on a motorized 

precision translational stage controlled by a Labview program.  Radiation from a quantum 

cascade laser (QCL) at 70 micron wavelength was collimated by a 90° off axis parabolic 

mirror and passed through the Fabry Perot, where it was focused onto a slow but 

sensitive Golay cell detector by a second off-axis paraboloid.  The QCL (Trion) was held 

at 77 K inside a liquid nitrogen cryostat with polyethylene output window.  The collimating 

optic was inside the cryostat.  The laser was excited with a burst of fifty 10-µs-long 

pulses.  The repetition rate of the burst was ~10 Hz and the burst duty cycle was 50%.  

The bursts were integrated by the Golay cell, lock-in amplified at the slow burst repetition 

rate, and recorded with the Labview program. 

Shown in Fig. 2-21 (b) are measured and simulated surface-normal reflection 

spectra outputs derived from transmission measurements.  Assuming no absorption in 
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Figure 2-20 (a) Measured Transmission spectra for two suspended Si-MRs. [4, 122] 

(Professor Robert Peale Lab facility, UCF) (b) A micrograph of the experimental setup for 

the measurement of Si-MR reflection at 76 µm spectral band. 

 
the spectral band, we can obtain close to 100% reflection at roughly 76 µm wavelength.  

The experimental results agree reasonably well with the simulation results. 

 

 

Figure 2-21 Measured and simulated reflection spectra for a suspended Si-MR on 

glass.[4] 
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Chapter 3  

Photonic Crystal Nanomembrane Optical High-Q Filters 

 

Traditional thin-film based filters, operating in the infrared regime for dense 

wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) applications, usually require hundreds of or 

more individual layers, with stringent thickness tolerances for each layer and are thus 

very difficult to satisfy missions of nanophotonics. As one solution, Wang and Magnusson 

showed that a slab can function as a notch filter with a Lorentzian reflection line shape, 

when the slab thickness is appropriately chosen and a single resonance is placed within 

the vicinity of the signal frequency.[126] However, Fano resonances in photonic crystal 

slabs [60, 127-133] can provide a very compact way to generate useful spectral functions 

for externally incident light. 

Recently, Fano resonances, known from atomic physics, have been employed 

for a wide variety of nanophotonic structures, such as quantum dots, photonic crystals 

(PhCs), plasmonics, and metamaterials [1, 134-136]. With modal dispersion engineering, 

Fano filters and reflectors can all be realized in single-layer dielectric PhC structures. [7, 

135, 137] With in-plane periodic modulation of dielectric constant in PhC slabs (PCS), the 

out-of-the-plane optical mode coupling is feasible with the Fano resonance effect, where 

the in-plane guided resonances above the lightline are strongly coupled to the out-of-the-

plane radiation modes due to the phase matching provided by the periodic lattice 

structure. Therefore, these guided resonances can provide an efficient way to channel 

light from within the slab to the external environment, and vice versa. Such phenomenon 

was also investigated in one-dimensional grating structures, known as guided mode 

resonances (GMRs) [36, 138], or high index contrast gratings (HCGs) [38, 95]. The 

investigation of guided resonance has resulted in using various one dimensional (1D) and 
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two dimensional (2D) dielectric structures in applications, such as filters [41-43, 137, 

139], modulators [45, 140], sensors [141, 142], as well as broadband reflectors, lasers, 

and beam shaping structures, etc. [8, 139, 143-150] 

Surface-normal ultra-compact optical filters are of great importance in optical 

fiber communications, optical sensors, and millimeter-wave communication systems. 

Photonic crystal slabs (PCS) as one of the most promising artificial platforms with in-

plane periodic modulation of dielectric constant on a wavelength scale, can function 

either as an all-pass transmission filter or as a flattop reflection filter, thus providing an 

extremely compact way of generating useful filter functions, and further demonstrating 

the versatility of photonic crystal structures. [87] Note that it was shown that by coupling 

two photonic slabs together, all-pass transmission or flattop reflection could be 

synthesized. [151] Recently, we also experimentally demonstrated the double layer ultra-

high Q filters based on coupled two PCSs, which will be discussed in the later sections in 

this chapter. As a general conclusion we can reached to is, based upon guided 

resonance effects, we strongly expect the potential integrate these compact novel 

spectral filter devices [152-160] into ultra-compact optical communication system, as well 

as using them as sensors and optomechanical integration platforms. 

 

3.1 Different approaches for optical high-Q filters 

The most common type of optical filter is the thin-film filter. [161] It was used 

widely as narrowband filters in laser cavities, light modulators, and optical 

telecommunication components. Some advantages of thin-film optics are high efficiency 

and versatility. However, narrowband filters with subnanometer passbands are difficult to 

fabricate. One needs to make more than handred individual layers with stringent 

tolerance on each layer. [162] to achieve narrow band high-Q filters. [85]  
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Mirco-ring resonator showed much more potential as one high resonance 

platform, a demonstration of Polymer Micro-Ring Filters and light modulation was made 

in 2002 by Rabiei et al. The Micro-ring give rising to the resonance thus can provide a 

high Q factor. [163] In the next year, a tunable Polymer Double Micro-Ring Filters was 

also achieved, which provide tuning rate for thermo optic device is 120GHz/mW and for 

electro optic device is 120GHz/12V with a wide thermal tuning over 35nm and a tunable 

laser with side-mode suppression ratio greater than 30dB. [164] Later on, Si3N4 was 

considered as a low loss waveguides material for the micro-scale high-Q ring resonator. 

Q factors upto 3,000,000, operating in the telecommunication C-band, was achieved in 

single mode ring resonators. [165] Due to the high stiffness of SiC, it was also utilized as 

the high resonance ring resonator mode supporting material, a 20 µm radius suspended 

microring resonator with Q factor of 18,000 was fabricated on commercially available 

SiC-on-silicon substrates. [166] A fast all-optical switching on silicon using highly light-

confining silicon ring structures was present to enhance the sensitivity of light to small 

changes in refractive index [167] Extremely high Q factor of 100million, that previously 

attainable only by droplets or microspheres, was also achieved in a toroid microcavity on 

a chip by using combination of lithography, dry etching and selective reflow process. 

[168] 

Other than the micro rings, another similar idea for high resonance structure, 

microdisk resonator filters and switches played an important part in the high-resonance 

optical design. [169] In a silicon nitride microdisk resonator with a 40-nm-thin horizontal 

air slot was demonstrated, an intrinsic Q factor of ~34,000 at the resonance wavelength 

1523.7nm was observed. [170] Ultra-high Q silicon microdisk resonator on silicon-on-

insulator (SOI) platform was reported with Q factor of 3 million, corresponding to a 

propagation loss around 0.16dB/cm. [171] 
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High-Q measurement also was realized in micro structure as microspheres. [172] 

However, base on these mode highly confined microdisk or ring resonators strategies, 

high-Q cavity of optical wavelength size is still difficult to achieve, as radiation loss 

increases in inverse proportion to cavity size. [173]  Therefore, photonic crystal 

nanocavity attracted much more attention, a high-Q photonic nanocavity in a two–

dimensional photonic crystal was realized with 545,000 Q factor, and it shows that light 

should be confined gently in order to be confined strongly. [173, 174] It is quite 

straightforward that this photonic crystal nanocavity high-Q design will lead into high-Q 

cavity integration with other photonic elements. 

Fano resonance or guided-mode resonance filters are a new class of 

narrowband filters that could be important in a number of applications, including laser 

cavity reflectors, [57, 95]  polarizers,[175] light modulators,[176-179] biosensors,[89, 180-

182] and WDM filters.[43, 45, 85] One advantage of Fano resonance filters is that they 

operate on a resonance effect, which can be exhibited by relatively simple structures. 

Thus, it would be able to replace hundreds of layers thin-films filter with a single or 

double-layer membrane. The resonance effect is associated with leaky modes that are 

supported by index modulated patterned membrane structure. At resonance, energy from 

an incident plane wave is coupled into a leaky mode and then back into one or more 

radiation modes. The coupling is highly sensitive to the wavelength of light and angle of 

incidence, and a sharp resonant peak might be observed in the reflected light when either 

of these parameters is varied. 

More attractions have been focused on these Fano resonance based high-Q 

photonics strategy due to the fact that, the theoretical prediction of these coupled double-

layer PCSs structure is possible to offer an extremely high-Q factor that without a 

theoretical limitation. The dark modes that can be excited in both of these coupled 
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double-layer PCSs with or without lattice offsets. In the lattice aligned double-layer 

stacked PCSs structure, proper choices for set of parameters as PCSs thicknesses, 

lattices can leads to infinite Q.  On the other hand, with the PCSs lattice misaligned 

double-layer stacking structure, infinite Q is also possible from theory. Moreover, one can 

have even better chances to expecting a practical extremely high-Q.   

We have successfully demonstrated these ideas by experimental ways. It has 

been confirmed that these expectation of extremely high-Q filters are highly desirable and 

achievable. We will discuss these experimental results in details in the later sections. 

Nevertheless, these crystalline semiconductor nanomembranes (NMs), which are 

transferable, stackable, bondable and manufacturable, offer unprecedented opportunities 

for unique electronic and photonic devices for vertically stacked high density 

photonic/electronic integration, high performance flexible electronics and flexible 

photonics. [118] 

 

3.2 Fano resonance high-Q filter design, simulation techniques.  

The design was based on 3D finite difference time-domain (FDTD) and rigorous 

coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) techniques. The transmission or reflection spectrum and 

field plots were computed based on the Fourier Modal Method using a freely available 

Stanford Stratified Structure Solver (S4) software package [183]. Comparing the 

commercial RCWA package GD-Calc we used before [184],  S4 software package offers 

much higher resolution due to the consideration of higher diffraction orders and also 

takes much less computation time.  

Photonic-crystal slabs (PCSs) are one of the most promising artificial platforms 

with in-plane periodic modulation of dielectric constant on a wavelength scale. Shown in 

Fig. 3-1 (a) is the schematic of a square lattice PCS, where key lattice parameters are 
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denoted as r, a and t, for air hole radius, lattice constant and slab thickness, respectively. 

The outof- the-plane optical mode coupling is feasible with the Fano or guided resonance 

effect, [135, 185-187] where these in-plane guided resonances above the lightline are 

also strongly coupled to out-of-the-plane radiation modes due to phase matching 

provided by the periodic lattice structure. Therefore, the guided resonances can provide 

an efficient way to channel light from within the slab to the external environment, and vice 

versa [48]. In recent years, devices based on Fano resonance such as narrowband filters 

[49, 67, 135] or broadband reflectors [87, 188] have been reported. Shown in Fig. 3-1 (b) 

is the simulated dispersion plot for the square lattice PCS structure shown in Fig. 3-1 (a), 

based on a three-dimensional (3D) plane wave expansion (PWE) technique. The Fano 

resonance modes operating above the lightline region, denoted as the shaded area, are 

shown in Fig. 3-1 (b). The properties of a few Fano resonance modes (ω1, ω2, ω3) will 

be discussed later in this paper. 

 

 

Figure 3-1 (a) Schematic of PCS with square lattice air hole patterns for surface-normal 

Fano filters and (b) Simulated dispersion characteristics for the square lattice Si PCS 

structure transferred onto glass/PET substrates with substrate index of 1.5. [118, 189] 
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Photonic-crystal (PC) structures were first designed with a three-dimensional 

finite-difference time domain (3D FDTD) technique by using a periodic boundary 

condition (PBC) and a perfectly matched layer (PML) in the four lateral and two vertical 

directions, respectively [3], as shown in Fig. 3-2 (a). A Gaussian source is launched from 

the top of the PCS structure, with two power monitors monitoring the power both reflected 

and transmitted. Depending on the PCS lattice parameters, either Fano resonance filters 

or broadband reflectors can be realized with different Q values. A set of simulated 

spectra for transmission and for reflection spectra is shown in Fig. 3-3 (a). High Q filters 

with Q greater than 1000 can be easily obtained when a smaller r/a value is used (r/a = 

0.08 for high Q case here). On the other hand, a larger r/a value can lead to lower Q 

filters for broadband reflector design (r/a = 0.28 for low Q case here). 

 

 

Figure 3-2 (a) Schematic of a unit cell used in the simulation based on the 3D FDTD 

technique; Simulated (b) Transmission on PCS 3D-sketch [118] 

 

The resonance modes were further verified with the field propagation plots based 

on 3D FDTD simulations. Snapshots of field propagation for the on- and the off-

resonance modes are shown in Fig. 3-3 (b) and (c), respectively. Note that, for the on-

(a)                                          (b)
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resonance mode (λ1), the surface-normal incident light is bounced back from the 

patterned Si-NM structure due to the coherence (in-phase) reflection, which leads to the 

dip in the transmission spectra. On the other hand, light at other spectra locations (off-

resonance) can pass through the patterned Si-NM Fano filter with its maximum 

transmission efficiency. 

 

 

Figure 3-3 (a) Simulated transmission and reflection spectra for surface-normal Fano 

filters with different quality factors (Qs) (d) for either highly spectrally selective filters or 

broadband reflectors. Snapshots of electric field distribution of Fano filters under (b) on-

resonance and (c) off-resonance conditions. [118] 

 

It is shown that both narrow band filters and broadband reflectors can all be 

realized based on the design and the control of lattice parameters of PCs. Our results 

show that Fano resonance based silicon NM devices can be ultra compact and flexible 

(note that typically a lateral lattice period of 15a is sufficient to achieve compact, yet high 

performance photonic devices [95]). With further process optimizations, transferred NMs 

can find wider and practical applications in various electronic and photonic device and 

integration system applications [190-192] 
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Figure 3-4 two example for simulation 3-D structures (a),(b) for surface normal 

transmission spectra and (c), (d) for surface normal reflection spectral. Refer to [10, 11, 

193] 

 

3.2.1 Single layer photonic crystal nanomembrane high-Q filters 

Single-layer Fano resonance PhC filters were first patterned on silicon-on-

insulator (SOI) substrates based on electron-beam lithography (EBL) and reactive-ion 

etching (RIE) processes. It was then transferred onto glass substrates using transfer 

printing process. [124] Shown in Fig. 3-5 (a) and (b) are scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) images of the fabricated single layer Fano filters on glass substrate.  The single 

layer Fano filters were characterized with a tunable laser (1 pm tuning step) based setup 

for transmission measurement over wavelengths of 1490 nm to 1650 nm. The measured 
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(blue solid line) and simulated (red dash line) transmission spectra are shown in Fig. 3-5 

(c), with zoom-in shown in Fig. 3-5 (d). Two transmission dips were found, at 1529.88 nm 

and 1564.62 nm. For the 1564.62 nm dip, the Q value of 1,737 was obtained, with 26 dB 

extinction ratio. 

 

 
Figure 3-5 Experimental results for Design S1: (a) Top and (b) Cross-section views of 

fabricated single-layer PhC Fano resonance filters on oxide buffer;  (c) Measured (blue 

solid line) and simulated (red dash line) transmission spectra for the fabricated single-

layer PhC Fano resonance filter transferred on glass substrates; and (d) Zoom-in of (c) 

over the second dip (λ=1564.62 nm)  region. [10] 

 

In an optimized single layer Fano filter design, Quality factor Q of 4,500 can be 

achieved with r/a ratio of 0.08, as shown in Table 3-1, S3.  For the lattice constant a of 
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780 nm (Case S3), the corresponding air hole radius r is 62.4 nm. Though even higher Q 

is expected with further reduction in r/a ratio, achieving air holes with radius much smaller 

than 60 nm is challenging in fabrication. And potential degradation of air hole quality with 

radius smaller than 60 nm will lead to significant reduction in filter Q. Experimentally, we 

have demonstrated single layer filters based on PDMS transfer printing of single 

crystalline Si PhC nanomembranes on transparent low index glass substrate.  A Q factor 

of 1,727 was obtained with 26 dB extinction ratio, for Design S1 with r/a = 0.08 and a = 

765 nm. 

 

3.2.2.1 Coupled double-layer PC NM high-Q filters with aligned lattices. 

In previous works, we reported Fano resonance filters on both glass and plastic 

substrate, employing polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) transfer printing technique [7, 194-

196]. However, single layer PhC Fano filters offer limited quality factor Q and limited 

dispersion engineering capabilities for fine-tuning the output spectrum. It was reported 

that much higher Q Fano filters can be realized by multi-layer PhC coupling and lattice 

offset control [136, 137]. Employing PDMS transfer printing technique [124, 197] and 

poly-crystalline-Si deposition processes [198, 199], we report here single and double-

layer Fano filters on silicon and on quartz substrates, with symmetric spectral lineshapes 

and much higher Q factors of 98,000-10,000,000 by design. We experimentally 

demonstrated double-layer filters with Q factors of 22,000 by design and ~10,000 by 

measurement. These high Q filters, can have extraordinary potentials in integrated 

photonics, optical communications, and sensing applications. 

Practically, we firstly proposed a double-layer PCSs stacking structures with a 

buffer low index oxide layer sandwiched between the two patterned Si nanomembranes. 

The incident light would be a surface normal collimated beam at near-infrared wave- 
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Figure 3-6 Dark state arising from coupled bright resonances in coupled symmetric 

PCSs. [9] 

 

length region, covering S, C and L band.  By proper design and parameters optimizing, 

we can obtain high-Q filters operating at all bands.  As has been discussed in the 

beginning, in this case, dark state can arise from coupled bright resonances in coupled 

symmetric PCSs and give extremely high-Q factor when applying a set of optimized 

simulation parameters. This proposed structure is highly desirable for high-Q factor and, 

at the same time, it is relatively simple for processing. 

Shown in Fig. 3-7 are the schematics of double-layer Fano resonance PhC 

optical filters on low index glass substrates, where key lattice parameters are defined as 

air hole radius (r), lattice period (a), thicknesses for top (t1), bottom (t2) Si PhC layers 

and the oxide buffer layer (tb) in between. Both single- and double-layer Fano resonance 

Si PhC filters were designed and optimized for high Q around 1550 nm spectral band. 

The transmission spectrum and field plots were computed based on the Fourier Modal 

Method using a freely available Stanford Stratified Structure Solver (S4) software 

package [183]. Comparing the commercial RCWA package GD-Calc we used before 

[184],  S4 software package offers much higher resolution due to the consideration of 

higher diffraction orders and also takes much less computation time. 

(a)                                                              (b)
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Figure 3-7 Schematics of double-layer Fano resonance photonic crystal optical filters: (a) 

3D sketch; and (b) Key parameters defined for the square lattice photonic crystal double 

layer.[10] 

 

Shown in Table 3-1 are key design parameters for a few optimized design 

structures, where S1-S3 are for single-layer and D1-D3 are for double-layer designs. 

 

Table 3-1 Key design parameters and Q’s for selected single- (S1-S3) and double- (D1-

D3) layer filters.[10] 

 

(a) (b)

t1

t2
tb

a

r

a r/a t1 t2 tb Q 

Unit nm nm nm nm

S1 765 0.08 260 --- --- 4,100

S2 765 0.1 260 --- --- 1,900

S3 780 0.08 260 --- --- 4,500

D1 1000 0.2 230 230 160 1.2x104

D2 1000 0.08 230 230 20 2.2x104

D3 1000 0.05 230 230 20 9.8x104
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It was clearly shown in the comparison of single and double-layer designs, much 

higher Q’s can be achieved by coupled double-layer Fano resonance PhC structures. Liu 

and Fan et al [136] reported earlier that much higher Q can arise from the coupled dark 

states in the double-layer stacked PhC structures. We report here design and 

experimental demonstrations of coupled double-layer Fano resonance PhC filters. Some 

designs are summarized in Table 3-1, for cases D1 to D3. With the reduction in r/a value 

to 0.05, the filter Q increases to 98,000 which is one order of magnitude higher than the 

value in single-layer structure. Shown in Fig. 3-8 are the simulated transmission spectra 

for Designs S3 and D3, with Q of 4,500 and 98,000 respectively. Additionally, it was 

predicted that the double-layer PhC structure can excited extremely high Q mode (infinite 

in theory), by varying the coupling condition between two PhC layers. [136] Based on the 

Design D2 parameters, transmission spectra were simulated by varying the buffer layer 

oxide thickness tb. 

For the double-layer structure, the simulated transmission spectra are plotted in 

Fig. 3-9 (a), with oxide buffer thicknesses range from 0 to 160 nm. With the increase of 

oxide buffer layer thicknesses, the high Q modes (shorter wavelength modes shown in 

Fig. 3-9 (a)) shift towards shorter wavelengths, with the filter Q value maximizes around 

10,000,000 for buffer layer thickness tb = 60 nm, as shown in Fig. 3-9 (b).  Shown in Fig. 

3-9 (c) is the zoom-in spectral plot for the transmission dip with Q of 10,000,000. 

Simulated field distribution profiles for three cases close to the maximum Q are shown in 

Fig. 3-9 (d), where strong field confinement is evident for the high Q transmission dips at 

optimal buffer layer thickness. 
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Figure 3-8 Simulated transmission spectra for (a,b) single- and (c,d) double-layer Fano 

resonance PhC filters, where (b) and (d) are zoom-in plots of (a) and (c), respectively. 

The design parameters are summarized in Table 1 for Case S3 and D3, respectively.[10] 

 

Two types of structures were prepared for double-layer PhC Fano filters on 

silicon and on quartz substrates, respectively. For the double-layer PhC Fano filters on 

SOI, low index oxide buffer layer was first formed by thermal oxidation of single-

crystalline Si layer on the SOI substrate, followed by low pressure chemical vapor 

deposition (LPCVD) poly-Si deposition process, to form a poly-Si/thermal 

SiO2/crystalline-Si double-Si-layer structure.  

A single EBL pattern was used to etch through the complete poly-Si/SiO2/c-Si 

structure, with a combination of two RIE steps for two Si layer etching and a short buffer 

oxide etch (BOE) dip for SiO2 buffer layer etching. For better etching selectivity, e-beam 
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resist pattern was transferred onto a Cr metal layer to form a hard mask for the double-

layer Si dry etching.  Shown in Fig. 3-10 (a)-(c) are cross-sectional SEM images for 

double-layer poly-Si/SiO2/c-Si filter structure, with different thermal oxide thicknesses.  

 

 

Figure 3-9 Simulation results for Design D2 with different buffer layer thicknesses tb: (a) 

Transmission spectra with different tb from 0 nm to 160 nm; (b) High Q resonant 

wavelengths and  the corresponding Q values for different buffer thicknesses tb; (c) 

Zoom-in spectrum for the buffer thickness tb = 60 nm  and filter Q of 10,000,000; and (d) 

Simulated E-field intensity profile at resonant wavelengths for three different tb values, 

where tb = 60 nm representing the highest Q condition for this design.[10] 
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The other double-layer PhC Fano filters on quartz substrates were formed by two 

steps of LPCVD poly-Si deposition process, with a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor 

deposited (PECVD) SiO2 layer sandwiched in between these two LPCVD poly-Si layers. 

The same E-beam patterning and etching processes were utilized for the 2D-PhC 

patterning. A SEM image is shown in Fig. 3-10 (d). 

 

 

Figure 3-10 Cross-sectional SEM images for fabricated double-layer PhC Fano 

resonance filters based on Design D2 parameters: (a, b, c) Double-layer PhC structure 

was formed by poly-Si deposition on top of the SOI substrates; and (d) Double-layer PhC 

structure was formed by two steps of poly-Si deposition on quartz substrate. Notice the 

oxide buffer thicknesses are 20 nm, 160 nm, and 20 nm, for cases (b), (c), and (d), 

respectively. [10] 
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The double-layer Fano filters were characterized by measuring transmission or 

reflection spectra for the two different configurations respectively. For the transmission 

measurement on a double-layer filter quartz substrate, a transmission dip at 1545.2 nm 

was obtained, with an estimated Q of 5,000 and 2.7dB extinction ratio (Fig. 3-11 (a) and 

(b)). For the reflection measurement on a double-layer filter on SOI substrate, a reflection 

peak was obtained at 1567 nm with Q factor of 9,734 and an 8dB extinction ratio (Fig. 3-

11 (c) and (d)).  

 

 

Figure 3-11 (a, b) Measured (blue solid line) and simulated (red dash line) 

transmission spectra for the double-layer PhC Fano resonance filters on quartz; and (c, 

d) Measured (blue solid line) and simulated (red dash line) reflection spectra for the 
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double-layer PhC Fano resonance filters on SOI. (b), (d) are zoom-in’s of (a), (c), 

respectively. [10] 

All these measured spectra match well with the simulated ones at these resonance 

locations (wit spectral dips or peaks). Measured Q values are less than the designed 

ones, which may come from the imperfect etching process of air holes, such as the 

conical shape and different hole sizes in this trilayer structure. We expect the filter 

performance can be improved with much higher Q factors by optimizing the fabrication 

process. 

In conclusion, high Q surface-normal Fano resonance filters were designed and 

demonstrated experimentally based on single and double-layer PhC structures. Higher Q 

filters can be obtained in double-layer PhC structures, with optimized Q of 22,000 by 

design and experimentally demonstrated Q close to 10,000. With fining tuning of double 

layer buffer layer thicknesses, it is possible to obtained extremely high Q (10,000,000 or 

higher) from the coupled dark state resonances [136]. 

 

3.2.2.2 Coupled double-layer PC NM high-Q filters with lattice displacement 

In recent years, great interests have been attracted to single layer ultra-compact 

surface-normal nanostructure optical filters and reflectors[6-8, 38, 138, 139, 150, 200, 

201] mostly based on one-dimensional high contrast gratings (1D HCGs) [38, 95] and 

two-dimensional photonic crystal slabs (2D PCSs) [8, 150, 200, 202]. Owing to the phase 

matching provide by in-plane periodic index modulation, the out-of-the-plane optical 

mode coupling is feasible with the Fano or guided mode resonance (GMR) effect,[1, 6, 

36, 138] where these in-plane discrete guided resonances above the lightline are also 

strongly coupled to the out-of-the-plane continuum radiation modes[139]. Similar to Fano 

resonances in other types of nanoscale structures, extremely high quality factor (Q) 
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optical filters can be obtained in these structures with asymmetric resonance lineshapes 

and extremely sharp transition between transmission peak and dip. [1] Optical filters 

based on single layer 2D PCSs have been investigated extensively [41-43, 137, 139].  

We reported earlier single layer Fano resonance filters fabricated on SOI (silicon 

on insulator), as well on glass and flexible plastic substrates, employing 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) transfer printing technique[7, 194-196]. However, single 

layer PCS Fano filters offer limited Q factor and limited dispersion engineering 

capabilities for fine-tuning the output spectrum. Coupled bi-layer PCS structures, on the 

other hand, were proposed and reported to have much high Q factors, and strong 

optomechanical forces[142, 203]. Suh et al. and Liu et al. reported earlier the optical Q-

factors and the optomechanical interactions can be controlled by precisely tuning the gap 

and the lattice displacement between two coupled PCS[136, 137]. Under theoretical 

considerations, infinite Q factors can be achieved in the dark states arising from coupled 

bright or dark resonances in symmetric or asymmetric coupled bi-layer PCSs, 

respectively[136]. With single step e-beam lithography patterning process, coupled bi-

layer PCS structures have been experimentally demonstrated in InP material systems, 

with strong optomechanical interactions and modest Q factors (~1600) [204]. We also 

reported coupled double-layer Fano resonance PCS filters with experimentally 

demonstrated Q factor of 9,734 and extinction ratio of 8 dB, for a filter design with target 

Q of 22,000. [205] However, experimental demonstration of coupled double-layer PCS 

structures with controlled lattice displacement has not been reported, due to the 

challenges associated with the fabrication.   

Spectral high-Q factors predicted in such an asymmetric system with dark state 

arising from dark resonance in the coupled asymmetric PCSs [9] was illustrated in the 

following Fig. 3-12. 
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Figure 3-12 Dark state arising from coupled dark resonances in coupled asymmetric 

PCSs.[9] 

 

Employing PDMS nanomembrane transfer printing technique, it is possible to 

stack multi-layers of semiconductor and other dielectric materials. [8, 206] We report here 

the design and first experimental demonstration of coupled double-layer PCS with 

precisely controlled lattice displacement, based on transfer printing and multi-layer e-

beam patterning alignment processes. [206, 207] Both simulation and measurement 

suggest optical filter Q-factors are very sensitive the lattice displacement. For one 

structure with relatively large lattice displacement, we demonstrated Q factor of 80,000 

experimentally. Further design and process optimization give us an expectation of much 

higher Q-factors with simulation Q factor of 2.11x108 for coupled double-PCS structures 

with optimal lattice displacement. 

The optical filter is shown schematically in Fig. 3-13, where two single layer 

PCSs (with thicknesses t1 and t2) are stacked with controlled lattice displacement (∆x, 

∆y). An ultra-thin low index oxide buffer layer (with thicknesses tb) is sandwiched in 

between, serving as the field coupling tuning layer. Square lattice PCS structure was 

considered here with air hole radius (r) and lattice period (a). The filter transmission and 

(a)                                                              (b)
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reflection spectra were computed using the Fourier Modal Method using a freely available 

Stanford Stratified Structure Solver (S4) software package. [183] 

 

 

Figure 3-13 (a, b) Schematics of Fano resonance filters based on PDMS transfer printed 

coupled double layer photonic crystal slab (nanomembrane) on silicon substrate (a) 3D 

close-up view with lattice displacement and thin oxide buffer layer (tb) sandwiched in 

between two single layer crystalline silicon PC layers (t1 and t2); and (b) Illustration and 

definition of key design parameters, including lattice constant (a), air hole radius (r), and 

lattice displacement (∆x, ∆y) between two layers. [11] 

 

Shown in Fig. 3-14 are simulated transmission and reflection spectra for double 

layer stacked Fano filters without (Fig. 3-14 (a, c)) and with (Fig. 3-14 (b, d)) lattice offset 

(∆x = 0.2a, ∆y = 0.5a), with the insets shown the zoom-in plot for the dominant (highest 

Q) resonance for each case. Also shown in the insets are the schematics of the 

structures considered in the simulation. For the transmission spectra shown in (Fig. 3-14  
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Figure 3-14 Simulated transmission and reflection spectra for double layer stacked Fano 

filters (a, c) without and (b, d) with lattice offset (∆x = 0.2a, ∆y = 0.5a), with the insets 

shown the zoom-in plot for the dominant (high Qs) resonance for each cases. Also shown 

in the insets are the schematics of the structures considered in the simulation. For the 

transmission spectra shown in (a, b), glass substrate was considered. For the reflection 

spectra shown in (c, d), SOI substrate was considered. [11] 

 

(a, b)), glass substrate was considered. For the reflection spectra shown in (Fig. 3-14 (c, 

d)), SOI substrate was considered. The design parameters are a = 1000 nm, r/a = 0.08, 

t1 = t2 = 230 nm, tb = 20 nm. Simulations were carried out to find the Q factors for 

different lattice displacements. The results shown in Fig. 3-14 (b, d) correspond to the 

highest Q value obtained for this set of design parameters. Notice that Fano filter Q 
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increases from 26,000 and 28,000 for lattice perfectly aligned structures (Fig. 3-14 (a, c)) 

to 2.11x108 and 1.76x108 for lattice misaligned structures (Fig. 3-14 (b, d)), respectively, 

with optimal lattice displacement of ∆x = 0.2a and ∆y = 0.5a. It is also worth mentioning 

that the low index buffer layer (e.g. SiO2 used here) thickness can also be varied for with 

Q-factors approaching infinite. [136, 205] 

For the double-layer surface normal high-Q filters with lattice offsets, we started 

our examination from fixed lattice period and thicknesses. 

 

 

Figure 3-15 (a) 3D sketch of double-layer Si-NMs with lattice offset. (b) Definition of ∆x 

and ∆y offsets along both X and Y directions. 

 

Simulation contour mapping of the calculated Q factors were compared when 

applying large, medium and small hole sizes, as shown in Fig. 3-16 from r = 0.4a to r = 

0.2a and r = 0.08a.  Results shows that the high Q factors one can obtain from these 

structures are from 5,000 to 14,000 and 211,000,000 respectively. 

Though the simulation frequency scanning resolution and offsets XY-mapping 

definition might not be able to show us the highest Q that one can expect from these 

structures, the direct proof has been given that --- from this comparison, a smaller hole in 

design is preferred for achieving relatively higher Q factors. 
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Figure 3-16 Q mapping contour for different offsets along both X and Y directions,three 

holes sizes examined:  t1 = t2 = 230nm, tb = 20nm, a=1um. Simulation tool: V. Liu and S. 

Fan, "S4: A free electromagnetic solver for layered periodic structures," Computer 

Physics Communications 183, 2233-2244 (2012). [11] 

 
Thin oxide buffer layer (tb = 20 nm in this case) was first formed by thermal 

oxidation of single crystalline Si layer on a SOI substrate, followed by definition of Cr/Au 

global alignment marks based on e-beam lithography (EBL) and metal lift-off processes.  

Bottom PCS structure was then formed by 2nd EBL patterning, aligned to the Cr/Au 

global marks, and reactive-ion etching (RIE) dry etching processes.  A piece of single 

crystalline Si nanomembrane (1 mm × 2 mm size) was released from another 

unpatterned SOI substrate, and stacked onto the patterned bottom PCS SOI substrate 

with PDMS transfer printing process [57, 208]. A 3rd EBL step was used for the 

patterning of top PCS layer, aligned to the same global marks. With the control of the 

pattern location, precise control of lattice displacement can be achieved between top and 

bottom PCS layers. 

Shown in Fig. 3-18 are scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of fabricated 

double layer PCS Fano filters with displaced lattices between coupled PCS layers. The  
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Figure 3-17 Process flow for this double-layer high-Q filters with lattice offsets: Transfer 

Printing and EBL Alignment. [11]  

 

cut-out cross-sectional view SEM image shown in Fig. 3-18 (c) was prepared with 

focused ion beam (FIB) technique. Clearly, coupled double-layer PCS structures with 

oxide buffer were realized with precisely controlled lattice displacement (∆x = 0.2a, ∆y = 

0). Also shown in the inset of Fig. 3-18 (a) is a microscope image of coupled double layer 

PCS optical filters with six patterned device structures (bottom squares) and patterned 

top PCS structures on a piece of transferred crystalline Si nanomembrane. 

Samples with different buffer oxide thickness may show different colors under 

microscope with same illumination intensity. Large Si-NM with 1mm to 2 mm sizes were 
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transferred onto the previously patterned SOI.  All the different offsets can be achieved 

by e-beam writing at one time by program controlling the top Si-NM patterning positions, 

with the same patterning sizes of 400 µm x 400 µm as the previous patterns on SOI. 

 

 
Figure 3-18 Fabricated Fano filter scanning electron micrograph (SEM) images: (a) top 

view; (b) zoom-in top view; and (c) cross-sectional view of double layer Fano filter on 

SOI, with controlled lattice misalignment offset (∆x =0.2a, ∆y = 0). Show in the inset of (a) 

is a micrograph showing multiple device structures with top and bottom PhC pattern 

areas. [11] 

 

The Fano filters are characterized by measuring the reflection spectra with an 

Agilent tunable laser system with 1pm resolution and 9dBm output power. The incident 
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beam goes through an optical circulator, a laser beam collimator, an optical lens, a linear 

polarizer and a beam splitter. 

 

 

Figure 3-19 Top and angled views of stacked double layer PC Si-NM. [11]  

 

Two identical results are shown in Fig. 3-23 (a, b) and Fig. 3-23 (c, d) for two 

cases with relatively small and large lattice displacements, respectively.  For the small 

lattice displacement case shown in Fig. 3-23, the lattice offsets are ∆x = 0.045a and ∆y = 

0.015a, obtained based on the estimate from the top view SEM image shown in the inset 

of Fig. 3-23(a).   

Measured resonance was also simulated based on S4 package and fitted with 

Fano resonance formula.  The results are shown in Fig. 3-23(b) for the zoom-in plot of 

the dominant resonance at 1549 nm. The results agree very well. The fitted Q factor is 

11,500 with an extinction ratio (ER) of 5.5 dB. The other peak at 1569 nm shown in Fig. 

3-23(a) is less profound and we did not consider this one here. This case is very similar 

to the results we reported earlier, for coupled double-layer PCS filters without lattice 

displacement. [205] 

Since the optical Q factors are very sensitive to the lattice displacement, we 

expect much higher Q factors can be obtained for different set of lattice displacement. 

Top Si-NM

Bottom PC Si-NM
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Figure 3-20 Double-layer high-Q devices with different lattice offsets and oxide buffer 

layer thicknesses. [11] 

 

 

Figure 3-21 The high-Q testing setup sketch.[11] 
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Figure 3-22 The high-Q testing setup picture. [11] 

 

Shown in Fig. 3-23 (c) is the results obtained for the coupled double layer PCSs, 

with large lattice displacement (∆x = 0.495a, ∆y = 0.45a). Measured reflection spectrum 

is shown in Fig. 3-23 (c), along with top SEM image shown in the inset. We obtained two 

resonant locations, around 1548.6 nm and 1567 nm, with zoom-in plot around 1548.6 nm 

resonant shown in Fig. 3-23 (d). 

Again, simulation and Fano fit were carried out and the results match well with 

the measured one. In this case, we obtained Q factor of 80,000 and ER of 4.2 dB. This 

value is highest experimental Q factors reported so far, for all different cases we 

fabricated. While the value is still far from the optimal Q factor of 2.11x108, the results 

demonstrate great potential of coupled double-layer PCS structures with controlled lattice 

displacement. During testing, we also noticed that the performance of these filters is very 

sensitive to incident beam direction, collimation and polarization orientation. We 

anticipate much higher Q-factors can be obtained with precisely controlled displacement 

and optimized fabrication process. 

 

Setup picture

Summary of Capability:

• Tunable laser: 1pm, 6~9dBm 
output.
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• Sample 6-freedom  adjustments
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Figure 3-23 Measured reflection spectra for a displaced Fano filter with very small offset 

(∆x = 0.045a, ∆y = 0.015a), with a top view SEM image shown in the inset; and (b) 

Zoom-in plots around the dominant resonance with measured, simulated, and Fano fitted 

reflection spectra. (c) Measured reflection spectra for a displaced Fano filter with large 

offset (∆x = 0.495a, ∆y = 0.45a), with a top view SEM image shown in the inset; and (d) 

Zoom-in plots around the dominant resonance with measured, simulated, and Fano fitted 

reflection spectra. [11] 

 
In conclusion, coupled double-layer PCS Fano resonance filters with controlled 

lattice displacement have been investigated theoretically and experimentally, based on 

PDMS transfer printing technique, and aligned EBL pattern processes. Theoretically, 

optical filter Q factors can approach 2.11x108 or even higher. Experimentally Q factors of 
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11,500 to 80,000 have been demonstrated. The results suggest this type of coupled bi-

layer PCS structure can offer a platform for high Q optical filters, as well as platforms for 

optomechanics, reconfigurable optics, integrated photonics, and sensing systems.      

 

 

Figure 3-24 IR- camera capturing a double-layer high-Q device under test. (SHQO-A 

offset X=0.495a; Y=0.45a). [11] 

 

Polarization tests were carried out use the same setup with linear polarized laser 

beam incidence on sample SHQO-A-P4.  Due to the asymmetric of the lattice displaced 

double-layer structures, we may make the conclusion that they are incidence polarization 

sensitive devices. 
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Figure 3-25 Polarization tests. (SHQO-A offset ∆X=0.495a; ∆Y=0.45a) [11] 
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Chapter 4  

Photonic Crystal Membrane Modulators 

 

4.1 Photonic crystal membrane based Electro-Optical (EO) modulator design and 

simulations. 

If agreement can be made that silicon photonics is the leading candidate 

technology of optical interconnect, then the workhorse of such a interconnect is the 

optical modulator. [209] The development of silicon optical modulators has clearly gone 

through a period of rapid improvement over the past 10 years. It ideally need to have high 

modulation speeds, large bandwidths and small footprints, as well as low loss, ultralow 

power consumption and compatibility with the world’s most successful technology for 

producing electronics, CMOS. To achieve an optimal trade-off among these requirements 

is still significant challenging since these requirements often contradict each other when 

one try to obtain the performance metrics’ practical limit. Significant amount of attention is 

currently focused on research into optical interconnect technology, simply because it is 

urgently required in many applications.  It enables the separation of electronic devices, 

and thus allows optimization of the chip layout while retaining high data rates, introduces 

chances of reduction of electromagnetic interference, cable length and cable weight.  It 

can also save energy, retain precise clock and signal timing, and allow interconnect 

densities to be reduced.   

Modulators are used to modulate a light beam propagating either in free space or 

in an optical waveguide. It can be also classified as either electro-refractive or electro-

absorptive. The primary electric field effects that are traditionally useful in semiconductor 

materials for causing either electro-absorption or electro-refraction are the Pockels effect, 

the Kerr effect and the Franz–Keldysh effect. However, it has been shown that these 
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effects are weak in pure silicon at the telecommunications wavelengths of 1.3 µm and 

1.55 µm. [210]  Thermo-optic coefficient of silicon is large, but the speed is too slow [211]  

Though poled polymers can have electro-optic coefficients ranging from moderate r33 = 

10pm/V [212, 213] to extremely high values of r33 = 170 pm/V [213, 214], thus enabling 

operation with low drive voltage, the most common method of achieving modulation in 

silicon devices so far has been to exploit the plasma dispersion effect, in which the 

concentration of free charges in silicon changes the real and imaginary parts of the 

refractive index. The evaluation have been given [210].   

Being widely used in communication systems, electro-optical (EO) modulator as 

an important member of the optical communication devices family has been well 

investigated and developed.  Listed here three general structures that have been utilized, 

such as the classic MZI structure, high resonance rings structure [215,216], FP cavity 

[217,218] or the combinations of between them. Examples have been shown separately 

in Fig. 4-1 (a), (b) and (c). 

 

 

Figure 4-1 A general optical structures (in plane and relative larger size) (a) Classic MZI 

modulators  (b) Micro scale ring resonator for EO modulation [215] and (c) FP cavity 

structure [218]. 

MZI Ring FP cavity

(a) (b)          (c)
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As the state-of-the-art devices, EO modulators have been exploited using 

different approaches. Carrier injection [219-238], accumulation [239-242] or depletion 

[242-249] were utilized to modulate the Si refractive index, shown in Fig. 4-1 (b), (c) and 

(d). Attempts have also been made to investigate other materials potentially compatible 

with silicon technology, such as Ge and SiGe, to achieve efficient modulation.  Two 

related effects --- Franz-Keldysh effect [250] and the quantum-confined Stark 

effect(QCSE) [251] were considered to induce changes in optical absorption for optical 

modulation.  Notice the free carrier accumulation modulation can work not only in a PN 

junction but also possible in a capacitor like double-layer structures with an electrical 

isolation layer in between. [246, 252] 

 

 

Figure 4-2 Electrical modulation mechanism in Si EO modulators: (a) Si PN junction 

without bias (b) carrier injection, when the PN junction have a forward bias. (c) carrier 

depletion, when reserse biased. (d) carrier accumulation with a forward bias in a PN 

junction. 

 

We proposed here a single layer PCS Fano resonance novel modulator device, 

which can modulate the light with normal incidence. The desired design parameters was 

target at near 1.5 µm communication wavelength band.  The single layer patterned Si-NM 
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can be transferred on to transparent foreign substrate such as glass or flexible PET 

substrate. A 3-D sketch was given in Fig. 4-3 below. 

 

 

 
Figure 4-3 PC based surface normal Fano resonance modulator: single layer PC device 

sitting on glass substrate. 

 

The basic design parameters were shown in the following Table 4-1.  For the 

finger-print lateral junction design, we consider different PIN region width as from 2 µm to 

4 µm. Total thickness of the Si-NM is desired as 260nm for one ideal optical thickness for 

1550nm optical resonance application. 

 Photonic crystal 2D holes array was patterned with scanned periods “a” from 

0.765 µm to 0.78 µm and radius of “r = 0.08a”. Si-NM on an infinite thickness glass 

substrate was assumed in simulation. 

We simulated the device electrical and optical responses when applying 1volt 

forward bias. The Fig. 4-4 show the simulation results for electrical properties by Medicii 

[253] and correspond optical spectral of bias and no bias case in Fig. 4-5. 
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Table 4-1 PC based surface normal Fano resonance modulator design parameters, 

including lattice parameters and thickness of Si-NM. PIN region widths were given as 

shown in table from 2 µm to 4 µm.  Different refractive index were used for doped and 

undoped Si. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-4 Simulation of the electrical property. (a) Free carrier concentration distribution 

along the direction that across the fingers. (b) Free carrier concentration change when 

applied an electrical injection with 1 volt and 1.5 volts. (c) I-V property simulated by 

Medicii. [253]  (d) Free carrier concentration change inside the “undoped Si” I region in 

time-domain when apply 1 volt forward bias. 
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Figure 4-5 Simulation of optical surface normal transmission property when applying the 

1 volt forward bias. 

 

4.2.1 Single layer photonic crystal spatial modulators 

We introduce a unique membrane modulator device which based on Photonic-

crystal Fano Resonance. Transmission of certain wavelength can be modulated by 

membrane material effective refractive index change, which due to electrical carrier 

injection. A finger-print PIN lateral junction within Photonic-crystal Si nanomembrane is 

demonstrated, by PDMS transferring the nanomembrane device on glass, it promised a 

surface normal transmission light modulation. Such photonic-crystal Fano resonance 

based crystalline semiconductor nanomembrane spatial modulators, which are 

transferrable, stackable and bondable, propose divertive opportunities for silicon photonic 

integration and ultra-compacted high speed communication system. 

Fig. 4-8 is scope view of the PIN lateral junction by two time implantations with 

AZ5214 photo-resist as masks. Red and green colors areas turns to be the P and N 

implanted surface on the Si–NM. Notice the color contract becomes much lower after 

dopants activation, which requires 980C for several minutes of the RTA process. PC 

patterns have been pre-patterned but not able to be seen because of that the hole size is 

as small as 100nm in diameter and the scope views are in relative low magnifications. 
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Figure 4-6 Patterned Si nanomembrane transferred on glass: (a) 3D-image for the device 

under transmission testing using white light source. (b) SEM top view of square lattice 

holes array patterning on SOI.  (c) Patterned Si nanomembrane single layer PCS high-Q 

devices transferred on glass slides. (d) Transmission dip testing results at 1550nm region 

were measured by white-light source (beam focused by a 4X objective lens with NA 0.1) 

and the OSA testing setup. 

 

 

Figure 4-7 A basic optical testing setup sketch: white-light source coverage of 800nm to 

1650nm. Fiber and free space coupling for the transmission tests or reflection tests (by 

inserting a beam splitter between aperture and the 4X objective lens and collecting light 

in the same way as transmission) and later light modulation test. 
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But we are still able to see PC pattern area in the shadow that has been high-

lighted in red square regions. 

 

 

Figure 4-8 (a) Scope zoomed-in view between two 300um PC area devices, which have 

been finished with final electrodes metallization. (b) Scope zoomed-in view of a 100um 

PC area device after two step implantations. PC pattern areas have been high-lighted in 

red square regions. 

 

A group of single layer Fano resonance modulator devices with finger-print PIN 

lateral junctions was demonstrated.  The Si-NM was transfer-printed onto glass 

substrates by PDMS mode following with the electrode metallization processes, as in Fig. 

4-9 (c).  I –V measurement as Fig. 4-9 (d) shows a perfect lateral Si PIN junction have 

been formed. The microscope topviews and zoomed-in topviews have been given in Fig. 

4-9 (a), (b), (c), (d)inset.  The designed N type doping concentration should be as least 

1×1019 as well as for P type doping.  The N type dopant is phosphorous and P type 

dopant is Boron.  They were implanted at Innovion Inc. by 7-degree tilted off surface 

normal. 

(a)                                           (b)
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Figure 4-9 (a) 3D image of device. (b) Devices microscope top view after P/N 

implantation. (c) Microscope top view of PDMS transferred Si nanomembrane device on 

glass with electrodes. (d) I-V testing results. 

 

In the Fig. 4-10 (a) a group of 300 µm PC area modulator devices transferred on 

glass substrate are under testing. The blue spot reflects the actual white-light spot 

position shining on the center PC region. The two electrical pins are probing on the 

electrode pads at two sides. By bias the PIN junction with different voltages, the 

transmission dip shifting was successfully demonstrated.  This red shifting is dominant 

mainly due to the strong thermal tuning effect that have been expected, the electrical 
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injected free carriers concentration changes induced blue shift may not be noticeable in 

this case.  Fig. 4-10 (b) shows transmission spectra shifting when membrane material 

effective refractive index changes. Around 6nm red shifting has been noticed with a 4 

volts forward bias. 

 

 
Figure 4-10 Fano Resonance modulators based on transferred Si membranes on glass 

with lateral PIN junction: (a) Picture of a group of devices on glass under testing. (b) One 

300um PC area device under electro-optical testing and its transmission dip shifting with 

applied forward bias. 

 

Low speed EO optical switching was demonstrated on those single layer PCS 

Fano resonance novel modulator devices.  The electrical driving patterns are still in a 

very low speed as shown in Fig. 57 (a), (b), (c), (d).  It is true that the thermal effect is 

dominant when the system work at a relatively lower frequency. It could be meaningful to 

do more study on the electrical injection induced free carrier concentration change, since 

one should start to see the free carrier injection induced modulation when the system 

work at the thermal response cut-off frequency, even the modulation depth could be very 
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small due to the small EO coefficient in Si material.  And further investigation is needed to 

identify the maximum modulation speed of these devices. 

 

 

Figure 4-11 Single layer lateral junction modulators: Device under modulation testing: 

(a,b,c,d) Modulation to wavelengths with different duty cycle and bias, in time domain, 

each operation probe wavelength and electrical pulse pattern have been illustrated on top 

of each figure. Insert here in the center with a 3-D sketch of this single layer Si 

nanomembrane based PCS Fano resonance modulator device. 
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Such photonic-crystal Fano resonance based crystalline semiconductor 

nanomembrane modulators are transferrable, stackable, bondable, and thus could be 

compatible with vertical emitting light sources.  Its vertical incidence and PCS membrane 

based Fano resonance property may provide a unique way for further shrinking the 

optical interconnect footprint and increasing on-chip integration density. 

 

4.2.2 Double- layer photonic crystal slabs modulators 

We proposed here double–layer photonic crystal slabs Fano resonance 

modulator novel devices, which are transferable, stackable, bondable and 

manufacturable, offering unprecedented opportunities for unique and novel electronic and 

photonic devices for vertically stacked high density photonic/electronic integration.  

With the membranes bases Fano resonance physics, it can provide great 

opportunities for ultra-high Q resonance, ultra-compact on-chip integration and smaller 

device footprint.  Double layer design is based on e-beam patterned stacking Si-NM bi-

layer structure, which has much higher Q-factor comparing to a single layer Si-NM device 

due to its strong coupling effect by inserting a lower refractive index layer between the 

two patterned Si-NMs. A Q factor of 10K with 8dB extinction ratio has been achieved 

experimentally with lattice aligned double layer structure near 1.5um wavelength region.  

Experimentally, 80K high-Q factor also has been achieved most recently by this double-

layer PCS stacking configuration with lattice displacement at 1550nm.  Based on these 

achievements, we start to pursue further applications on these extremely high-Q 

resonance structures. 

Two configurations have been considered in the double-layer Fano resonance 

PCSs novel modulator design: one is the stacking on SOI for a refletion mode strategy; 

the other is stacking double-layer PCSs on transparent substrate such as glass for a 
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transmission mode strategy.  The basic idea of these device structures have been 

illustrated as following Fig. 4-12. (a),(b) by 3D sketches. 

 

 

Figure 4-12 (a) 3-D sketch for reflection strategy staked double-layer PC Si-NM 

Modulator on SOI substrate. (b) 3-D sketch for transmission strategy staked double layer 

PC Si-NM Modulator on transparent substrates, such as glass. 

 

In the vertical dimension, we proposed a PIN bi-layer Si-NMs stacked structure.  

230 nm poly-Si layers were grown on quartz substrates or SOI wafer by LPCVD.  Utilizing 

Cr metal thin layer as hard mask, 2-D circles array patterning was firstly written by E-

beam writer, then was transferred onto Cr mask.  Stacked layers were etched through to 

the bottom box layer by Si/SiO2 RIE with high aspect ratio.  Both thermal Si dioxide and 

PECVD oxide were considered as the low index separation layer.  High-Qs can be found 

with oxide thicknesses range from tens to hundreds of nm. By an examination into the 

electro-optical modulation configurations, we applied here a vertical PIN structure of the 

electrical carriers accumulation mechanism for EO modulation. As shown in Fig. 59, the 

optimized overall doping profile has been investigated to achieve the largest index 

change and a high intrinsic modulation speed of ~20GHz.   Device size and GSG pad 

(a) (b)

Transmission strategy design on glassReflection strategy design on SOI
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size were also taken into consider based on electrical and optical testing setups 

capabilities.  A modulation speed of 11GHz was expected according to a simulation of a 

20 µm size modulator device. (Real device size from ~30 µm to ~300 µm) 

Based on a 20 µm by 20 µm device in its lateral dimensions, we pursued an 

examination into this basic semiconductor material physics. Simulation tool Medici was 

utilized for electrical properties study.  In this simulation model (Fig. 4-13), one lateral 

dimension, which is normal to the paper, was set to be infinite. In the Fig. 4-13, a cross-

sectional view of this 2D model we are looking at in this simulation was shown.  The 

desired multi-layers doping profile was determined and then a calculation towards the 

modulation effect was proceeded. 

 

 
Figure 4-13 Electrical design key parameters for the carrier-accumulation double-layer 

PCSs surface normal modulator. 

 

The double layer vertical stacked Si-NMs PIN structure was doped by 

Boron/Phosphorous ion implantation according to optimized doping profile for refractive 

index modulation. The doping levels are designed 1×1019/cm3 ~ 1×1020/cm3 in the top 
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region of the up Si-NM layer and at bottom region of the second Si-NM layer that at 

beneath.  A lower doping level of 1×1017~1×1018 in the middle of the overall vertical PIN 

region were utilized in order to achieve the highest modulation of the averaged effective 

refractive index per volume. 

In this structure, the carrier accumulation is the fundamental that was considered 

in the simulation.  Carrier concentration changes along vertical direction was estimated 

when applying reverse bias of 5 volts and 10 volts (Fig. 4-14 (a));  

The profile shows that most accumulation happens near to the two interfaces 

between Si layer and the electrical isolation layer, which is identical.  The magnitude of 

the concentration changes in the double layer middle region are profound, however, it is 

not uniform along vertical direction in this Si double layers stacking structure.   

Based on the index change profile caused by the carrier concentration changes 

along vertical direction, we then gave a calculated resonance mode shifting spectra in 

Fig. 4-14 (c).  0.3 nm and 0.65 nm blue shifting (Fig. 4-14. (c)) were noticed when 

applying 5 volts and 10 volts reverse bias respectively. 

The intrinsic electrical response study was carried out by Medici in time domain. 

The carrier concentration change rise and fall-time are 0.04ns and 0.01ns respectively 

which will promise a 20GHz intrinsic modulation speed or even higher if one consider the 

3D real device electrical contact.  Device capacitance and other electrical parameters are 

also estimated.  

Assuming a 20 µm by 20 µm device in lateral dimension with 50Ω resistance of 

the device, the intrinsic capacitance can be estimated as around 2.7×10-4 nF, its 

Maximum cut-off frequency will be 11GHz. 
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Figure 4-14 Simulation for modulation speed: By an examination into the electro-optical 

modulation configurations, we applied here a vertical PIN structure of the electrical 

carriers accumulation mechanism for EO modulation. 

 

The conclusion can be arrived at that the Maximum working frequency of this 

double-layer PCSs modulator design can reach to 11GHz and it may increase by square 

of the device size decrease, till it reach to its intrinsic frequency 20GHz as calculated 

here.  We might also want to know that when we consider the 60nm oxide buffer layer in 

this double-layer modulator structure, the intrinsic frequency will increase to around three 

times of 20GHz and the cut-off frequency will be 33GHz in this case.  Additionally, from 

achieving even higher Q factor point of view, the 60nm buffer oxide also give a plus to the 

high-speed modulation with low power consumption. Please refer to the double-layer 

high-Q we have demonstrated in chapter 3 for supporting this conclusion. 
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Figure 4-15 Fabrication: Implanted PIN bi-layer Si-NMs; Thermal growth and wet etching; 

Poly-Si LPCVD; Ion-implantation and E-beam lithography and RIE processes. 

 

 

Figure 4-16 Vertical I-V electrical properties study: RIE depths.  

 

With 20nm PECVD SiO2 working as an isolation layer and a mesa etching depth 

of 375nm, IV tests results show high conductivity of the top/bottom surfaces.  When 

probe on the Top-bottom, IV rectifying can be observed, but very low forward bias current 

--- only ~1/1000 of a junction forward bias current level that it should be. 
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Figure 4-17 Stacked PC Si-NMs modulators: Implanted stacked vertical PIN junction IV 

tests: With 20nm PECVD SiO2 working as an isolation layer and a mesa etching. IV tests 

results show high conductivity of the top/bottom surfaces in (a) and (b); I-V rectifying was 

noticed in (c) with much lower current in tens of nA at forward bias. 

 

In a sum, as a Fano-resonance based Si-NM modulator design, we applied here 

a stacked Si-NMs PIN structure with optical low index separation layer which also work 

as an electrical isolation layer.  Thin oxide thicknesses show junction IV rectifying, though 

thicker then 20nm oxide may isolate the up N-type poly-Si layer and the P-type Si layer 

beneath. 

Fabricated sample images and microscope images of devices group and 

individual device were shown in following Fig. 4-18 and Fig. 4-19, along with the SEM 

angled views of these double-layer PCSs stacked novel modulator devices in different 

sizes in Fig. 4-20 
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Figure 4-18 Stacked PCSs Si-NMs based modulators device groups pictures  (a) 300 µm 

PC area, device group with design1 (b) 30 µm / 50 µm / 100 µm PC area devices groups 

with design1 (c) 300 µm devices group with design2 (d) 30 µm / 50µm / 100 µm PC area 

devices groups with design2. 

 

 
Figure 4-19 Device scope view after electrodes metallization. 
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Figure 4-20 Stacked PC Si-NMs modulators: SEM angled-view images (a) 300 µm PC 

area device at the group corner. (b) 100 µm PC area device along with alignment marks 

(c) 300 µm PC area modulator devices group (d) 30 µm PC area devices group. 
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Chapter 5  

Conclusion And Future Work 

 

5.1 Photonic crystal membrane based Fano resonance reflectors 

We demonstrated single layer ultra-compact Si-MRs with their operation 

wavelength bands covering through Near-infrared, mid-infrared to far-infrared. In this 

study, Si based material system was carefully investigated, the simulation shows that 

broadband reflection with close to 100% peak reflection can be achieved for designed 

wavelength bands, with the optimal selection of lattice parameters and Si thicknesses. 

Based on scaling principles, it was found that the optimal Si-MR thickness (t) is ~0.75-

0.85 (λ/n), and the optimal lattice constant (a) is ~1.9-2.1 (λ/n), where λ is the wavelength 

and n is the refractive index of Si. 

High performance reflectors were experimentally demonstrated for surface-

normal incidence with center operation wavelengths of 1.5 µm, 2.3µm, 8~10 µm, 76 µm, 

respectively. Large area patterned membrane reflectors were fabricated and transferred 

onto foreign substrates using wet or PDMS stamp assisted membrane transfer printing 

processes. 

 

5.2 Photonic crystal membrane based Fano resonance filters 

Fano resonance or guided-mode resonance filters are a new class of 

narrowband filters that could be important in a number of applications, including laser 

cavity reflectors, [57, 95]  polarizers,[175] light modulators,[176-179] biosensors,[89, 180-

182] and WDM filters.[43, 45, 85] One advantage of Fano resonance filters is that they 

operate on a resonance effect, which can be exhibited by relatively simple structures. 

Thus, it would be able to replace hundreds of layers thin-films filter with a single or 
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double-layer membrane. The resonance effect is associated with leaky modes that are 

supported by index modulated patterned membrane structure. At resonance, energy from 

an incident plane wave is coupled into a leaky mode and then back into one or more 

radiation modes. The coupling is highly sensitive to the wavelength of light and angle of 

incidence, and a sharp resonant peak might be observed in the reflected light when either 

of these parameters is varied. 

In an optimized single layer Fano filter design, Quality factor Q of 4,500 can be 

achieved with “r/a” ratio of 0.08, as shown in Table 3-1, S3.  For the lattice constant “a” of 

780 nm (Case S3), the corresponding air hole radius “r” is 62.4 nm. Though even higher 

Q is expected with further reduction in “r/a” ratio, achieving air holes with radius much 

smaller than 60 nm is challenging in fabrication. And potential degradation of air hole 

quality with radius smaller than 60 nm will lead to significant reduction in filter Q. 

Experimentally, we have demonstrated single layer filters based on PDMS transfer 

printing of single crystalline Si PhC nanomembranes on transparent low index glass 

substrate.  A Q factor of 1,727 was obtained with 26 dB extinction ratio, for Design S1 

with r/a = 0.08 and a = 765 nm. 

Fano resonance filters on both glass and plastic substrate have been reported, 

employing polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) transfer printing technique [2, 92, 93, 189]. 

However, single layer PhC Fano filters offer limited quality factor Q and limited dispersion 

engineering capabilities for fine-tuning the output spectrum. The resonance-enhancement 

between coupled photonic crystal slabs was theoretically investigated by Liu. et al. The 

results show that much higher Q Fano filters can be realized by multi-layer PhC coupling 

and lattice offset control [9, 39]. In such double-layer PCSs systems, the presence of in- 

plane periodic index contrast enables phase-matched coupling between externally 
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incident plane waves and guided modes that are supported by the slab, leading to strong 

resonant behaviors of individual slabs [6, 254].  

 

 
Figure 5-1 Experimental results for Design S1: (a) Top and (b) Cross-section views of 

fabricated single-layer PhC Fano resonance filters on oxide buffer;  (c) Measured (blue 

solid line) and simulated (red dash line) transmission spectra for the fabricated single-

layer PhC Fano resonance filter transferred on glass substrates; and (d) Zoom-in of (c) 

over the second dip (λ=1564.62 nm) region. 

 

The dark states that exist in Photonic Crystal Slab (PCS), can be excited in a two 

adjacent PCSs system, either arising from coupled bright guided resonances or coupled 

dark resonances of single labs, when the mode frequency and in-plane wave vectors 

satisfying the phase-matching conditions for coupling and de-coupling between in-plane 
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modes and external plane waves due to either symmetric or dynamic reasons. [9, 39, 

255] 

 

 
Figure 5-2 Dark state arising from coupled bright guided resonances: (a) Left: Single slab 

transmission spectrum; the arrow indicates the frequency of a Fano resonance mode. 

Right: Mode profile calculated by MPB (top) and field profile computed with SMM at the 

frequency indicated by the arrow in left. (b) Left: Double slab transmission spectrum for d 

= 0.65a; note the extremely sharp resonance peak. Right: Field profile at peak of 

resonance in left;  Dark states in the two-slab system that arise from coupled dark 

resonances from single slabs: (c) Left: Single slab transmission spectrum; the arrow 

indicates the frequency of a dark state. Right: Mode profile calculated from MPB at the 

dark state frequency (top) and field profile computed with SMM at the frequency indicated 

by the arrow in left. (d) Left: Double slab transmission spectrum for d = 0.5a, lateral offset 

x = 0.15a; note the appearance of pairs of sharp resonances. Right: Field profile at 

lowest frequency resonance from left.[9] 
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More attractions have been focused on these Fano resonance based high-Q 

photonics strategy due to the fact that, the theoretical prediction of these coupled double-

layer PCSs structure is possible to offer an extremely high-Q factor that without a 

theoretical limitation. The dark modes that can be excited in both of these coupled 

double-layer PCSs with or without lattice offsets. In the lattice aligned double-layer 

stacked PCSs structure, proper choices for set of parameters as PCSs thicknesses, 

lattices can leads to infinite Q.  On the other hand, with the PCSs lattice misaligned 

double-layer stacking structure, infinite Q is also possible from theory. Moreover, one can 

have even better chances to expecting a practical extremely high-Q.   

We have successfully demonstrated these ideas by experimental ways. It has 

been confirmed that these expectation of extremely high-Q filters are highly desirable and 

achievable. These crystalline semiconductor nanomembranes (NMs), which are 

transferable, stackable, bondable and manufacturable, offer unprecedented opportunities 

for unique electronic and photonic devices for vertically stacked high density 

photonic/electronic integration, high performance flexible electronics and flexible 

photonics. [118] 

Employing poly-crystalline-Si deposition processes [198, 199], double-layer 

nanomenbranes Fano filters on silicon and on quartz substrates were reported with 

symmetric spectral lineshapes and much higher Q factors of 98,000-10,000,000 by 

design; A double-layer filter device with Q factors of 22,000 by design and ~10,000 by 

measurement was also successfully demonstrated [10]. The etching profile and side-wall 

control turn to be the most critical part of the desirable quality factors. 
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Figure 5-3 Cross-sectional SEM images for fabricated double-layer PhC Fano resonance 

filters based on Design D2 parameters: (a, b, c) Double-layer PhC structure was formed 

by poly-Si deposition on top of the SOI substrates; and (d) Double-layer PhC structure 

was formed by two steps of poly-Si deposition on quartz substrates. Notice the oxide 

buffer thicknesses are 20 nm, 160 nm, and 20 nm, for cases (b), (c), and (d), 

respectively. [10] 

 

 

 
Figure 5-4 (a, b) Measured (blue solid line) and simulated (red dash line) transmission 

spectra for the double-layer PhC Fano resonance filters on quartz; and (c, d) Measured 

(blue solid line) and simulated (red dash line) reflection spectra for the double-layer PhC 

Fano resonance filters on SOI. (b), (d) are zoom-in’s of (a), (c), respectively. 

 

In the same year of 2013, we reported ultra-compact high-Q Fano resonance 

filters with displaced lattices between two coupled photonic crystal slabs, fabricated with 

crystalline silicon nanomembrane transfer printing and aligned e-beam lithography 

techniques. Experimentally Q factors up to 80,000 have been demonstrated [256] (and 

APL submitted). Similar to Fano resonances in other types of nanoscale structures, 
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extremely high quality factor (Q) optical filters was obtained in these structures with 

asymmetric resonance lineshapes and extremely sharp transition between transmission 

peak and dip. [1, 35]  Polarization tests were also carried out use the same setup with 

linear polarized laser beam incidence on sample SHQO-A-P4.  Due to the asymmetric of 

the lattice displaced double-layer structures, these lattice displaced double-layer PCSs 

high-Q devices are incidence polarization sensitive. 

 

 
Figure 5-5 Fabricated Fano filter scanning electron micrograph (SEM) images: (a) top 

view; (b) zoom-in top view; and (c) cross-sectional view of double layer Fano filter on 

SOI, with controlled lattice misalignment offset (∆x =0.2a, ∆y = 0). Show in the inset of (a) 

is a micrograph showing multiple device structures with top and bottom PhC pattern 

areas. (d) Measured reflection spectra for a displaced Fano filter with large offset (∆x = 

0.495a, ∆y = 0.45a), with a top view SEM image shown in the inset; and (e) Zoom-in 

plots around the dominant resonance with measured, simulated, and Fano fitted 

reflection spectra. 

 

The conclusion terms to be that, ideally, assuming zero material intrinsic 
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theoretical limitation.  However, instead of extremely accurate controlling of those 

fabrication parameters in such a lattice aligned double-layer PCSs system, less 

engineering challenge for achieving the practical high-Q factors was addressed to 

controlling the lattice displacements between two coupled PCS layers. This mostly due to 

the processes alternativities were utilizing in the two kinds of fabrication approaches: 

either one-time masking for dry etching through the double-layer Si-NMs or applying 

PDMS transfer printing to separate the one-time masking into twice for the two Si-NMs.  

Note that it can be also achievable to make a lattices aligned double-layer PCSs 

structure when apply PDMS transfer printing for top-layer Si-NM and pattern for the two 

Si-NMs separately, thus, can lead to a much higher-Q factor with a better dry-etching 

overall profile comparing to the double-layer one-time masking and etching result. These 

high Q filters, will have extraordinary potentials in integrated photonics, optical 

communications, and sensing applications. 

In sum, 1) Employing poly-crystalline-Si deposition processes, double-layer 

nanomenbranes Fano filters on silicon and on quartz substrates were reported with 

symmetric spectral lineshapes and much higher Q factors of 98,000-10,000,000 by 

design; A double-layer filter device with Q factors of 22,000 by design and ~10,000 by 

measurement was demonstrated. 2) Coupled double-layer PCS Fano resonance filters 

with controlled lattice displacement have been investigated theoretically and 

experimentally, based on PDMS transfer printing technique, and aligned EBL pattern 

processes. Theoretically, optical filter Q factors can approach 2.11x108 or even higher. 

Experimentally Q factors of 11,500 to 80,000 have been demonstrated. These results 

suggest this type of coupled bi-layer PCS structures can offer a platform for high Q 

optical filters, as well as platforms for optomechanics, reconfigurable optics, integrated 

photonics, and sensing systems. 
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5.3 Photonic crystal membrane based Electro-Optical (EO) modulator  

Photonic-crystal-based slow-light MZI modulators [257-261] have given main 

advantages of the ability to engineer the group velocity to allow device lengths of the 

order of 100um, but this is often at the cost of optical bandwidth.[261]  Here we proposed 

two kinds of novel Si membrane EO modulator devices base on single layer PCS or 

double-layer PCSs. Notice that the double-layer modulator design offers additional 

freedom for ultra-high-Q resonance and engineering.  Benefiting from the ultra-compact 

photonic crystal slabs device small size and ultra-high Q it promises, we are expecting a 

Si nanomembrane based surface normal incidence optical modulator novel device by 

going through the foreseen engineering challenges, such as devices size minimization 

and thermal related consideration.   

The thermal effect, on one hand, could be the domain effect that has been 

noticed in our previously demonstrated single layer PCS surface normal optical switching 

devices. But it can be significantly minimized in the double-layer stacked new design 

when we consider the carrier accumulation physics by introduce an electrical isolation 

oxide layer between two Si PCS layers. Nevertheless, from optical point of view, ultra-

high Q can be expected from this double-layer PCSs structure design, which may offer 

chances for higher modulation speed and lower modulation power consumption. 

Moreover, the thermal effect, on the other hand, could also provide chances for 

bandwidth engineering by controlling the device operation temperature when an electrical 

injection frequency is much higher than the thermal response intrinsic frequency, even 

though it may require additional power consumption. 

From the simple RC circuit intrinsic physics bandwidth point of view, we should 

also note that the device physical dimensions will also make a big difference in 

modulation speed and bandwidth.  This can be solved by the available engineering 
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approach; however, for example, in the vertical junction single layer membrane 

modulators design or the double-layer stacked membranes modulator design, devices’ 

lateral dimensions mostly determine the device capacitance, which will be a first barrier of 

approaching high speed.  We need to continue working on to find the optimized PCS 

device lateral dimensions by balancing between the desirable high-Q factor that the Fano 

resonance membranes can provide with certain lateral dimensions and its corresponded 

RC magnitude. 

In the end, as an overall view, we should mention that the arguments for a hybrid 

modulator are perhaps reinforced if one accept that other devices such as an optical 

sources or detectors can be usefully integrated through a hybrid approach, which have 

been focused on in past several years. Nevertheless, silicon photonics still offers one of 

the most promising approaches to achieving the high-density electronics/photonic 

integration necessary for developing a range of prospective applications --- most notably 

for the optical interconnects required in high-performance computing. And as for the 

modulator, monolithic variants continue to improve but it is entirely possible, given the 

wealth of expertise currently devoted to this subject, that a new device design could 

change the landscape overnight. Although debate still rages as to whether on-chip 

integration of hybrid component is required, what we do know is that silicon photonics will 

make the difference. 
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5.4 Photonic crystal membrane based optomechanics applications: investigation and 

attemption. 

Optomechanics related optical force was investigated theoretically in two-

dimensional photonic crystal slab where the radiation force can be further enhanced due 

to the stored and strongly localized electromagnetic field inside the PCSs. Other than the 

systems have been well studied, including coupled waveguides, waveguides coupled to 

substrates, as well as a variety of resonator structures such as micro-rings, disks or 

toroids that support whispering gallery modes, and point defects in photonic crystal slab 

structures that support standing-wave optical modes, the behaviors of lateral and normal 

optical forces between coupled photonic crystal slabs attract a lot of interests, where near 

the frequencies of guided resonances, we see significant enhancement of the optical 

forces [9]. The theoretical analysis showed that the optical force is periodic with 

displacement, resulting in stable and unstable equilibrium positions. Moreover, the forces 

are strongly enhanced by guided resonances of the coupled slabs. Such enhancement is 

particularly prominent near dark states of the system, and the enhancement effect is 

strongly dependent on the types of guided resonances involved. Worth to notice that 

these structures were proposed can lead to enhancement of light-induced pressure over 

larger areas, in a configuration that is directly accessible to externally incident, free-space 

optical beams. It was also being highly expected that the force enhancement scales with 

the Q of the resonances in the structure even for moderate values of Q. By placing the 

system configuration in the vicinity of a dark state, a dramatic enhancement of the optical 

forces may be obtained due to the large resonant enhancement of the fields. Moreover, 

the enhancement behavior is closely related to some of the symmetry properties of the 

system.  Both attractive or repulsive force were induced depending on the spatial 

symmetry of the stored electromagnetic field profile in double-layer PC slab cavity 
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structures and air-slot cavity structures [262]. As one experimental demonstration in 2010 

from NTT group, strong optomechanical interaction was detected with estimation of 

optomechanically generated force per unit stored energy as 0.4 uN / pJ [204].  High Q 

factor was indicated as preference for practical experiments that the induced force on a 

photonic crystal slab was so strong that it can be detected experimentally with the 

microelectromechanical systems technique. Similar to symmetric-membrane systems, 

tunable attractive and repulsive forces can also arise in highly asymmetric structures 

coupled to external radiation. One recent theoretical work in 2011 shows the generality 

by demonstrating that tunable attractive and repulsive forces can also arise in highly 

asymmetric structures coupled to external radiation [263]. 

Membrane based single layer and double-layer PCS high-Q filters have been 

highly motivated for possible optomechanics application, especially for the ultra-high Q 

Fano resonance that we have recently demonstrated.  It would be more interesting to 

make further exploring for the optical forces related physics in those coupled double-layer 

high-Q resonator structures that have been obtained for the Fano filters. This is another 

direction for proposed future work.  Worth to mention that we also have demonstrated 

one suspending double-layer PCSs resonator structures which show here in the Fig. 72 

as following. It is approved that such kind of MEMS double-layer PCSs structure could be 

achievable and have extraordinary potentials for proposed optomechanical applications. 
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Figure 5-6 A demonstration of double-layer PCSs stacking on SOI substrate, with 

removed thin oxide buffer layer of 20nm. Large area of the top Si-NM PCS layer was 

suspended on top of bottom PCS layer. This can be seen from the SEM image (a) top 

poly Si layer broke through a curved line shape but not aligned with the bottom PCS’s 

straight breaking line. Shown in (b) is a larger scale view of the free-standing PCS sitting 

on the bottom PCS, with a inset of zoomed-in SEM image where one can notice the 

separation between the two layers and the oxide buffer wet-etching stop position. 

 

(a)                                                                                (b)

Wet-etching stop
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